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An outcome of the study was that concept mapping had a positive effect on their writings,

in that students wrote clearer descriptions, included more relevant information in essays,

showed an ability to see inter-relations, and, to a fair degtee, showed improved language

usage. Their post concept mapping writings exhibit structure, fonn, and clarity in

presentation of their ideas.

Concept Mapping shows great potential for use by English second language learners,

especially, in our country's examination context, where 'black' learners, especially in

senior grades, are required to write examinations in a language which is not their mother-

tongue and in a language, which many have not yet mastered.
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Chapter I

Discussion

1.1 Introduction

This research deals with a particular type of learner - a learner harring English as a second

language as medium of instruction at a finishing school, repeating a subject which he/she has

failed in the final matriculation exarns; a learner who has been through the educational system

and has faited at the exit point (for various reasons) and who is now finally attempting to exit

the system through passing the outstanding subject/subjects needed for hiVher Senior

Matriculation Certificate.

As an introduction I will briefly sketch the origirl purpose and consitution of Lagunya

Finishing School and show how it fits in with the b,roader educational objectives in preparing

learners for further study and or for the workplace.

1.2 Background to the Institution and Irarnens

1.2.1 Csacept of a linishins school

Lasunva Finishine School

Finishing schools were established in the mid 1980's, about 16 years ago, by the Department of

Education and Training (DET) in order to address the large scale failure rates of 'black' learners

at matriculation level. Due to the existing high enrolment numbers within 'black schools' and

L
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the accompanying progression of learners onto the next level i.e. Standard (9) nine learners

proceeding onto matricutation, the schools cannot logiSically accommodate the failed learners

by allowing them to repeat the year.

There are currently two finishing schools which give these matric failures an opportunity to

complete by repeating the subjects which they have failed. Both are situated in Langa a 'black'

township situated l0km outside Cape Town in the Western Cape Province.

At a finishing school it is not required of a learner to repeat all six subjects in one sitting to gain

their matriculation, but only the subjects they had failed, after which the subjects are combined

in order to qualifu for the Senior Matriculation Certificate. The age of a learner at a finishing

school typically ftrnges benveen l8 and 25 years.

In addition to providing our learners with the necessary educational skills in trying to achieve

their matriculation certificateq our mission is to prepare our learners for the real job market. If

one takes into consideration that this is their final year of schooling and that the large majority of

learners do not proceed onto higher education, but attenrpt to enter the labour market, the school

also offers learners courses in Entrepreneuship, Travel and TotuisnL and Computer Literacy,

enhancing their jobrelated skills and improving their chances of finding a job.

2
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1.22 Bioloey harners at Laqunya Finish ins School

Ore of the rcquirements for repeating a subject is that the leamer had to have failed the subject

i.e. the learner should have obtained an F, G or H symbol. Ver)' few learners who have passed

the subject and are wanting to improve the subject are allowed to register for a subject.

Alrnost all(99%)of learners who are allowed to register for Biology enter for the subject having

obtained G or H symbol and these are in general, the type of learners that we attempt to prepare

for the Biology matriculation examinations; the rest have passed Biology and want to improve

their symbols. TtE task ofcovering ttre required material for the Biology rnatric syllabus is to be

completed within a period of about 6 rnonths of teaching time. This includes a month used for

'catching up' on previous years' (Standard 8 and 9) worh which is used to hy a foundation for

matric Biology.

We enrol on average between 600 and 700 Biology learners per year, roughly half entering for

Higher Grade (HG) and ttre other half for Standard Grade (SG). The decision to register for

Higher Grade (HG) or Standard Grade (SG) usually rests on ttre learner's requirements for

subject combinations needed to qnalifi for a Senior Certificate.

Our learners have educatbnal disadvantages including weak study skills, poor proficiency in

English as the language of inskuction, and in some cases, learning problems. The nature of the

Apartheid education system prevented learners with the above types of problems from being

detected, and hence opportunities for remediation were never realised.

3
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1.3 The in the Studv

This case study investigates 6 learners' performance in essay writing exercises, all of whom

failed Biology the previous yezrr and came to our institution to redo the subjects that they failed.

All ofthem failed Biology with an H symbol.

The biology department at our institution is well resourced and has 3 well qualified and

competent biology teachers. Ow mission at our institution is to provide every learner, as far as

possible, with zupport and guidance as far as the subject is concerned. More than 90% of the

Biology learners have Xhosa as their mother-tongue, the rest Sotho and other languages. The

matric examination is written in EnglislU so all learners receive instruction in English, which is

their second language.

The level of English proficiency of most learners is average to weak and most indicated that

they have problems expressing themselves verbally and in writing. To a great extent teachers

are sensitive to this and explain concepts as simply as possible and with great care so as to

enhance learner trnderstanding.

About 50%o of our biology learners indicate their future career choice to be nursing or other

medical related fields such as radiography and medical technology. Nursing colleges and other

medical campuses require at least a Higher Grade (HG) pass in Biology for learners to become

eligible for consideratiorU with an average aggregate of an E symbol on the final certificate.

This is a goal to which most biology learners asPire.

4
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1.4 Introduction to the Problem

This thesis will look at particular problems which Biology learners at Lagunya Finishing

School experience when it is required of them to write essays in Englistr, particularly in

Biology.

Mature learners are unable to move through the bulk of the information to draw on relevant

information and concepts in order to show meaningful interrelations. This problem is not only a

local one. For example LazarowitzandPenso (lgg2) report that learners are unable to show

inter-dependency between concepts, although learners were able to explain concepts in isolation

to each other. And Watreed and Lucas (lgg2) similarly conclude from their studies that their

learners were gnable to interrelate between photosynthesis and respiration concepts.

The following is a profile of each learner in this study. This inforrnation was acquired at the first

meeting with them. Some responses attempt to give the reader an indication about how learners

perceive their own problems when uniting paragraphs and essays'

L@-1:
Name : Zoleka M

Age : 19 years

Sex : Female

Home Language : Xhosa

Previous matriculation mark for Biology: H symbol on the Higher Grade (HG)

In response to: "What are the problems which you experience when it is required of you to write

essays/paragraPhs?':

5
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*I think I don't understand questions" and "When I write a essay I get poor marks."

Leamer Number 2:

Name

Age

Sex

:YuyokaziZ.

: 19 years

: Female

Home Language : Xhosa

Previous matriculation mark for Biotogy: GG symbol on the Higher Grade (HG)

In response to: "What are the problems which you experience when it is required of you to write

essays/paragraphs?":

"It is difficuh when I am writing paragraptr" If I don't understand, but if I understand I try and

get little marks but in my opinion I think it enough what I am writing but get little marks."

In response to reasons why she thinks she failed:

"It is because the time for me was too little and I didn't have time to think, I write only."

Learner Number 3:

Name : Winterose S.

Age : 18 years

Sex : Female

Home Language : Sotho

Previous matriculation mark for Biology: GG symbol onthe Higher Grade (HG)

6
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In response to: "What are the problems, which you experience when it is required of you to

write essays/paragraPhs?' :

..When reading questions I think my problem is that I don't understand what is needed in the

question In some questions I do understan4 then in others I dont especially in essay-type

questions."

..One other thing I can say I expect question to be asked the way I've been studying not tricky."

..I find a problem of not knowing what is neede{ and I dont know what to start with cause I

think that mayh should I start with introduction or just write what is needed."

Learner Number 4:

Name : Ntombizodwa J

Age : 19 Years

Sex : Female

Previous matriculation mark for Biology: H symbol onthe Higher Grade (HG)

In response to: "What are the problems which you experience when it is required of you to write

essays/paragraphs?":

.My problem is that I read correct but when the question comes out I don't understand it."

.My problem is that I write it but my essay became small and the mark comes dowrl"

7
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Age

Sex

Learner Number 5:

Name Eunice M.

: 19 years

: Female

Response not available

Learner Number 6:

Name : AyandaN

:21

: Male

Response not available

All 6 ofthe above learners have enrolled to repeat Biology on the Higher Grade (HG).

If one looks at most of the leamers who responded with an explanation of their own reasons as

to what the problems are when it is required of them to write an essay/ paragraph , their

responses bear out my own experiences over the past 8 years with learners' writing. Their

overall writing performance can be zummarised as follows:

o mlny are seldom able to write concise and coherent descriptions of their understanding as is

required by the biology syllabus.

o their uniting exhibits poor language usage and poor structure of ideas.

Matriculation mark for Biology : GG symbol on the Higher Grade (HG)

Age

Sex

Matriculation mark for Biology: H symbol on the standard Grade (SG)

8
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a they appear to recall information verbatim about aspects of the question without integrating

concepts, especially when they have to show inter-dependency befween corrcepts.

The problems described above are particularly severe for English Second Language Biology

learners zuch as those at my institution, when it is required by the Biology syllabus that HG

learners are to be able to write an essay out of 45 mmks in Section C of the paper out of a total

of 300 marksi requiring them "ro affange their thoughts logically and scientifically".t

1.5 Siqnificance of the Studv

If one assumes that an aim of school science is to develop in learners an understanding of, and

an ability to write about corrplex concepts, then the ability to write concisely and coherently

about conplex concepts requires more than generic writing skills. It also requires insight into

the constituent concepts and their respective relationships. Teachers then need to have a way of

gettlng learners to meaningfirlly represent the relationships they have constructed between the

constifuent concepts.

One way of doing this is to use "Concept Mapping" as described by Novak and Gowin

(198a:15). They define concept rnapping to be "a technique for externalising concepts and

propositions......an explicit overt representation of the concepts and propositions a Wrson

holds. " (Novak and Gowiru 1984:17)

I 
1 Biolory Senior Crrtificate Examinatim : Guidelines with regard to examining during the interim period implementatim date

: January l9!b)

9
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Essentially concept rnapping is a method which allows teachers and learners to visually and

semantically share conceptual meaning.

This snrdy is about how useful the concept mapping hetristic is as a teaching tool to help

English Second Language Grade 12 Biology learners improve their ability to learn new

meanings and relationships in order to enhance their abiiity to organise and represent their

knowledge about complex concepts in writtenEnglish in Biology.

1.6 Specific Research Ouestions

o Is Concept Ivlapping a teaching tool which can be fruitfully utilised as a means of improving

'pupil leaming', (i.e. consfucting new and meaningful relationships between concepts)?,

and if so,

o Does this 'improved learning' help the learners to generate conceptually meaningful written

descripions?

Specifically:

In what ways do English Second Language learners, studying Biology at Lagunya Finishing

Schoo! skilled in the use of concept mapping, improve the form and meaning of their writing to

show their undersanding of organic compounds, transpiration, photosynthesis and respiration?

10
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Chapter 2

Theo Fra & Litera ture SurueY

In this section I will review the literature and some different perspectives of learning and

learning theory, and attempt to show some linkages to the context of this study.

2.1 Definitions of Learnine and Learnins Theorv

Learning:

According to Kolb (198a:38)

"Learning is the process whereby lcnowledge is created through the transformation of

experience."

Learnine Theorv:

According to Biggs and Shermis (1992:3)

,,A learning theory is a systematic, integrated outlook in regard to the nature of the process

whereby people relate to the environments in such a way as to enhance their ability to use

both themselves and their environments more efficiently."

On the other hand cognitive theorists are concerned with the changes in a student's

understanding that result from learning. They believe that learning must be meaningful'

Cognitive learning is based on schemat4 or mental structures, by which learners organise their

perceived environment. Schematic structures of cognitive development change by the processes

of assimilation and accommodation. (Assimilation is the process by which a learner integrates

11
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new information and experiences into existing schemata, and accommodation is the process of

modiffing existing schemata or of creating new schemata.)

David Ausubel's 'assimilation theory of learning' involves several components of learning, and

promotes the idea that people learn better if they can find meaning in the learning. Rote

learning or memorisation is used for information that a learner is required to know, but does not

find meaningful. However, if a learner is presented with new information that possesses some

external or internal characteristics, which enable the learner to associate it with previous

learning, the learner may learn the new information because it is meaningful to him/trer.

2.2 Ausubel: Learning Theory

David Ausubel (Ausubel, 1968) formulated a learning theory that has shown great promise for

practical use in the educational context. The primary idea of Ausubel's theory is that learning of

new knowledge is influenced by what is already known. According to Ausubel (1968), the

construction of knowledge begins with our observation and recognition of events and objects

through concepts we already possess. We learn by constructing a network of concepts and

adding to them. A concept map is an instructional device that uses this aspect of the theory to

allow instruction of material to learners of varying prior knowledge.

Another major concept of Ausubel's theory focuses on meaningful learning. To learn

meaningfully, individuals must relate new knowledge to relevant concepts they already know.

New knowledge must interact with the learner's knowledge structure. Meaningful learning can

L2
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be contrasted with rote learning, which can also incorporate new information into the

knowledge-structure, but without interaction. Rote memory is fine for remembering sequences

of objects (i.e. lists of structures), but does not aid the learner in understanding the relationships

between the objects. Meaningful learning, therefore, is personal, idiosyncratic and involves a

recognition of the links between concepts.

If one looks at the current situation in schools, especially in the context of my teaching

experiences regarding the high incidence of rote learning, whereby learners simply 'regurgitate

the facts', one needs to assess the reasons for this occulrence as well as it's validity.

The first contributing factor is that preparing for matriculation examinations - the final exit

exam at school level - is content driven - i.e. if one learns the facts and 'give' them back, the

learner will get marks accordingly. This is a concept supported by Ausubel (in Hartley,

1980:19) when he asserts that pupils may resort to rote learning

"if they are under excessive pressure to exhibit glibness, or to conceal, rather than admit and

gradually remedy, original lack of genuine understanding."

"if they learnfrom sad experience that substantively correct answers lacking in verbatim

correspondence to what they hove been taught receive no credit whatsoever from certain

teachers", and

13
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,,because of a generally high level of artxiety or because of chronic failure experience in a given

subject, they lack the confidence in their ability to learn meaningfully and hence they perceive

no alternative to panic, apartfrom rote learning-"

That many of my learners employ the rote learning strategy is testified to by certain conrments

made earlier. The sad reality is that because none of them have English as their frst language,

they have to 'memorise the facts' in a second language in which they have low proficiency'

This could account for a high incidence of what I would term 'unsuccessful rote learning' by

many; in effect, being only able to 'give back' bits and pieces of the answers from the whole.

Most of my learners' essays lack structure due to lack of planning, as well as a meaningful

body. Instead they collect relevant infoimation they remember about the question and place it

down in whatever order it has been recalled

A third key idea of Ausubel's theory is that concepts vary in depth. That is, concepts can range

from the very general to the very specific. Furthermore, general concepts include (or subsume)

less general concepts, which include most specific concepts. As such, concepts can be

progressively differentiated by their level of specificity. In order_ to learn meaningfully,

concludes Ausubel, the learner must discern the level of new concepts and then place them

within progressively inclusive levels of specificity in his or her knowledge structure.

L4
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Novak et al

Both rote and meaningful learning rnay be achieved no rnatter what insructional strategy is

used (Novak and Gowin 1984). Either reception learning (passive listener, with teacher-

directed agenda) or discovery learning (active learning, where the learner chooses information

to be learned) may result in meaningful learning. Therefore, it is not necessarily how

information is presented, but how the new information is integrated into the old knowledge

structure that is crucial for meaningful learning to occur.

2.3 Vyeotsky: Learnins Theory

Vygotsky (1978) emphasises the inlluences of cultural and social contexts in learning and

supports a discovery model of learning. This type of model places the teacher in an active role

while the learners' mental abilities develop naturally through the paths of discovery.

According to Vygotsky (1978:56)

"learningfirst occurs on the interpersonal plane, then on the intra-personal planes, which

means that higher mentalfunctions such as thinking, reJlecting, reasoning and problem-

solving occur in co-operation and interaction with other people within a social and cultural

framework."

He believes that children learn scientific concepts out of a 'tension' between their everyday

notions and adult concepts. Presented with a pre-formed concept from the adult world, the child

will only memorise what the adult says about the idea. To make the concept his or her

15
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'property', that child must use the concept and link that use to the idea as first presented to him

or her. The relation between everyday notions and scientific concepts was not 'straight

development' to Vygotsky. Instead, the prior conceptions and the introduced scientific concepts

are interwoven, and influence each other as the child works out his or her own ideas drawn from

the generalisations that he or she had previously, as well as those currently being introduced to

him or her.

Vygotsky's theory rests on three principal assumptions, viz.:

l.@g:

o The community plays a central role.

o The people around the learner greatly af[ect the way he or she sees the world.

2. Tools for Develooment:

The type and quality of these tools determine the pattern and rate of development.

The tools may include important adults to the learner, culture and language.

3.7he Zone ofP Development (ZPD):

According to Vygotsky's theory, tasks involving problem-solving skills can be placed into three

categories. These are as follows:

(a) those performed independently by the learner;

(b) those that cannot be performed even with help; and,

(c) those that can be performed with help from others.

a

a
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Applications of Vvs 's Principles

O Learning and development are social and collaborative activities that cannot be 'taught' to

anyone. It is up to the learner to construct his or her own understanding in his or her own

mind. It is during this process that the teacher acts as a facilitator.

The Zone of Proximal Development can be used to design appropriate situations during

which the learner can be provided with the appropriate support for optimal learning.

O

a

o

When providing appropriate situations, one must take into consideration that learning should

take place in meaningful contexts, preferably in the context in which the knowledge is to be

applied.

The out of school experiences should be related to school experiences of learners.

2.4 Vvsotskv on Writins

Vygotsky (in Newman and Holzman, 1993) claims that becoming proficient in written

language, however complex, disjointed or confusing as it may appear on the surface, is not

discontinuous, but a unified process of development.

According to Vygotsky (in Haufman and Vakar, 1962:148):

"Written language demands conscious work because its relationship to inner speech is different

from that of oral speech. The latter precedes inner speech in the course of development, while

L7
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written speechfollows inner speech and pre-supposes it's existence - the act of writing,

implying a translationfrom inner speech."

He adds that the grammar of thought is not the same in the two cases. The synta:< of the inner

speech is the exact opposite of the syntax of the written speech, with the oral speech standing in

the middle. Inner speech is condensed, abbreviated speectl whereas written speech is used to

its fullest extent, being more complete than oral speech. Inner speech is almost entirely

predicative, because the subject of thought is always known to the thinker.

Written speech on the other hand must explain the situation fully in order to be intelligible. The

change from maximally compact inner speech to maximally detailed written speech requires

what might be called deliberate symantics - deliberate structuring of the web of meaning.

2.5 A Model for Second Lansuaee Acquisition

Much of what Vygotsky has said can be reconciled with others who have done research in the

field of second language acquisition. It explains to a large extent the problems that we are faced

with in Africa, and specifically in South Africa, regarding learners' poor/under-performance in

schools where English is used as a medium of instruction to non-English learners.

According to Schumann (in Ellis, 1985), the Acculturation Model of Second Language

Acquisition (Acculturation : the process whereby an individual becomes adapted to a new

culture), Second Language Acquisition (SLA) is only one aspect of acculturation. The degree
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to which a learner acculturates to the target Broup, in this case the English grouP, controls the

degree to which a learner acquires a second language. Acculturation and therefore SLA is

determined by the degree of social and psychological distance between the learner and the target

language culture. How do we reconcile this with the situation in this country?

Firstly, Apartheid policy was based on the separation of ethnic cultures in terms of culture,

language, education and race etc. In the process of applying Apartheid in practice, each ethnic

culture ('whites', 'blacks', 'coloureds') was systematically isolated, both physically and

culturally from the other along language, colour, education and even social lines.

If we look at this acculturation model, it appears to account (to some degree) for 'black'

learners' poor command of the English language. The main factor here is that, under Apartheid,

no opportunity existed for non-English speaking 'blacks' to be acculturated into the target

language culture of English-speakers spoken by other race groups. For learners in township

schools, their only exposure to the English language would probably have been and still is

television and other media, representing only passive exposure and not active interaction.

In a situation in which these 'barriers' do not exist and where there can be integration at most

levels, and where learners to a large degree are able to interact socially and psychologically, the

enhancement of the acquisition of the second language is promoted. This is especially true of

studies into foreign language acquisition.
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Schumann (in Ellis, 1985) lists the social variables that are conducive to a 'good learning

situation' for the acquisition of a second language:

1. The target language (e.g. English) and the Lz (second language) learners view each other as

socially equal.

2. The target language and the Lz learners are both desirous that the L2 group will assimilate.

3. Both the target language and the Lz learners expect the Lz learners to share social facilities

with the target language group.

4. The Lz group is small.

5. The Lz group's culture is congruent with that of the target language group.

6. Both groups have positive attitudes to each other.

7. The Lz group envisages staying in the target language area for an extended period of time.

When it is required of a learner to switch between L1 (mother-tongue) and Lz (second language)

it becomes problematic to translate, especially ifthe learner has not mastered the Lz.

This is a common problem on the African continent. In Lesotho, Botswan4 Swaziland and to a

lesser degree in Zimbabwe, Zarrbia, Namibia and South Africa the rule is that the child's

mother tongue is used as medium of instruction during the first three to four years of

instruction, and then English becomes the medium of instruction while the mother tongue is

retained only as a subject.
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However, from my discussions over the years with learners it is apparent that teachers in many

'black schools' continue teaching most subjects in the learners' mother tongue up to matric (the

final school year), when they should be using English instead. This exacerbates the problems

for the learners in that they have to write their final school exit exams (matriculation) in a

language they have hardly heard.

This state of affairs is consistent with the findings of Mwamwenda (1995:169) in which he

states the reasons why teachers do not switch to English as medium of instruction when they

ought to:

"one (reason)... may be due to lack of confidence in the effcient use of English on the part of

teachers. Another reason ..... a considerable number of students have not mastered English

and therefore have problems following and grasping what is being taught-"

According to Danesi (in Mwamwenda, 1995), in order to address this aspect one needs to take

cognizance of the fact that the two languages (Lr and Lz) do not stand in isolation to one

another, but that the two are interdependent. Cummins (in Mwamwenda, 1995:170) explains

this relationship as follows:

"To the extent that instruction in the Lr is efective in promoting proficiency in L1, transfer of

this proficiency to Lz will occur provided that there is adequate exposure to Lz ( either in

school or in environment) and adequate motivation to learn L2."

2L
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Most research on the effrcacy of concept maps covers their use as teacher-directed guides

(Cliburn, 1990; Lambiotte and Dansereau, l99l; Moreira, 1979; Stewart, Van Kirk and

Rowell, 1g7g). The idea here is that the expert-constructed map as constructed by the

facilitator or teacher, which is offered to the student as an advance organizer, would provide

an anchor on which to attach new knowledge. All the papers cited above showed that the use

of teacher-made concept maps increased learning and/or ietention of science information.

ln additiorU the richness of knowledge (how inter-linked the concepts were) was found to be

increased through the use of concept maps (I^ambiotte and Dansereau, l99l). These authors

zuggested that learners who made or viewed concept maps would have a broader knowledge

base and therefore be better able to solve problems compared to those learners who learned by

rote memorization Lastly, the above authors' experiments tested the efficacy of difterent

presentation t)?es (concept mapping, text outlines or lists) on learning, between learners with

differing arnounts of prior knowledge. They found that learners with low prior knowledge

learned better with concept mapping than the other two linear presentations. Concept rnapping

thus appears to be a good method to promote meaningful learning among senior learners with

different academic preparedness - a situation typically found in introductory science classes.

Studies by Prater and Terry (1988) using concept mapping also showed positive results in

that this method helped to enhance the written presentations in the social sciences, but in

particular with learners in lower grades.
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It appears from the literature that most of the studies in concept mapping, particularly with

regard to written exercises, were done with learners in the lower grades; this study therefore

aims to investigate the value of concept mapping to senior English second language learners,

as an aid to organise, learn and inter-relate concepts when writing Biology essays in English.

In seeking a remedial intervention, I investigated the use of concept mapping as a strategy to

improve learners' written expressions through enhancing the organisation and structure of their

ideas and concepts.

In the following chapter I will discuss the basis of concept mapping.
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Chapter 3

Methodolow

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Interuention Technique:

There arc many types of techniques used to represent concepts, such as organisational charts,

flow charts, cycle diagrams and predictability trees. However, one of the main arguments

against them is that they are not based on contemporary theories of learning or knowledge e.g.

Ausubelian learning theory. They might represent concepts, but not concept meanings (Novak

and Gowirg 1984).

Conceot Mgpping

What is Concept Mappine?

In the 1960's, Joseph D. Novak at Cornell University began to study the Concept Mapping

technique. His work was based onthe theories of David Ausubel (1968), who stressed the

importance of prior knowledge in being able to learn about new concepts. Novak and Gowin

(1984:a0) concluded that:

"Meaningful learning involves the asstmilation of new concepts and propositions into

existing structures."

Concept Mapping is a technique that allows the mapper to understand the relationships between

ideas by creating a visual map ofthe connections, thereby allowing the mapper and assessor to:
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(a) see the connections between ideas which the student already has ;

(b) connect new ideas to knowledge that they already have, by building on what on the learner

already knows; and,

(c) organise ideas in a logical yet not necessarily rigid stnrcture that allows future information to

be included.

According to Novak and Gowin (1984:40), concept rnapping has been specifically developed to

tap into and externalise a learner's cognitive structure, enabling both the learner and teacher to

see what the learner already knows.

A concept map therefore is a geographical representation, where nodes (points) represent

concepts, and links (lines) represent the relationship between concepts. They serve to clarifu

links between new and old knowledge and encourage the learner to externalize those links.

Concept maps are useful tools to help learners learn about their own knowledge structure and

the process of knowledge construction (metaknowledge). In this way, concept maps also

help the student learn how to learn (metalearning).

Since concept maps externalise a person's knowledge structure, they can also serve to point

out any conceptual misconceptions the person may have concerning the knowledge structure.
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This explicit evaluation of knowledge and subsequent recognition of misconceptions allows

for finely targeted remediation. Furthermore, since concept maps are visual images they tend

to be more easily remembered than text (Novak and Gowin, 1984).

Hieiarchical Concent DDins

Novak and Gowin (1984:15) contend that, "because meaningful learning proceeds mosr

eosily when new concepts or concept meanings are subsumed under broader, more inclusive

concepts, concept Maps should be hierarchical' as is illustrated below:

ci
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A Concept Map fiom Novak & Gowin ( 1984), showing the key features
and ideas that underlie Concept Maps
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Note that "the more general, more tnclusive concepts should be at the top of the map, with

progressively more specific, less inclusive concepts ananged below them-" Novak and

Gowin (1984:15).

McCabe (1997:1) states the advantages of Hierarchical Mapping as follows:

"it encourages a more rigorous analysis of the topic than is possible using the unstructured

method'. It also enables the teacher to "haye an even clearer picture of the student's mental

structure of the area under consideration."

This enables a teacher to see whether a student not only understands all the concepts, but also

whether the student has mentally organised them in the correct relationships. This type of

mapping therefore requires that the student and/or teacher develop the concepts or sets of

statements to be used before the actual map is drawn. When the teacher develops the

concepts, he or she has to develop the full set of concepts or sets of statements to be used

describing the possible relationships that can exist between concepts.

I have chosen to use the Hierarchical Concept Mapping technique as proposed by Novak and

Gowin (1984).
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3.1.2 The Ouestions posed during the Sessions:

I have selected the following questions based on their relevance to the matriculation Biology

syllabus.

Topicl.@

(a) What do you understand by the term 'Organic Compounds'?

(b) Explain the divisions of the Organic Compounds

different types of Organic Compounds and provide any other information about each tlpe

of compound as required in the syllabus.

Topic 2. $ranspiration)

(a) What do you under:stand by the term 'Transpiration'?

(b) Explain how a plant's internal structural features and its external environmental

factors have an elfect on the rate of transpiration.

factors of a plant viz., temperature, humidity, light, etc., and the internal factors of a plant

viz., stomat4 cuticle, hairs, etc. It was then required of them to show how each of these

factors inhibited or promoted the rate of transpiration.
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Topic 3.

Explain why photosynthesis and respiration can be regarded as two pnocesses vital to

life on earth and show how they are inter-related.

of the two processes in such a way that their inter-relatedness should be shown.

3.1.3 Quantitative vs Oualitative Research Methods:

In quantitative researctr, validity is concerned with whether or not the study indeed measures

that which it is intended to measure and reliability with whether the study can be replicated

by another researcher in the same conten, 6 Allan (1991) argues that the reliability of

research does not lie in the purity of the questions asked or the actions followed, but rather in

the degree to which others can follow exactly the same procedures.

Within the quantitative, positivist realm of researctr, researchers are viewed as distanced,

neutral observers; however within a qualitative framework, researchers cannot be seen as

totally objective, because they "use their own cultures implicitly to make comparisons with

the one under investigation, clarifuing both by comparing whot is observed with what they

have experienced in the past." (Le Compte and Preissle, 1993:93).
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According to Miller and Crabtree (1994), qualitative researchers are not unbiased, but by

using their perceptions in the investigatiorU it becomes 'essential data' and a crucial part of

the knowledge generated by qualitative research.

Based on the nature of qualitative researc[ Denzin and Lincoln (1994:13-14) propose that

quantitative terms such as 'validity', 'reliability' and 'objectivity', be replaced by terms such

as'credibility',' tranfembility',' dependability' and'confirmability'.

In order to increase the credibility of the research findings, one can use various strategies

such as triangulatiorq cross-checks and peer consultation. In this study, I made use of a

number of cross-checks, which I will explain below in terms of methodological 'credibility'

and 'confumability'.

3.1.3.1 Methodoloeical Credibilitv

I made extensive use of triangulation and pe€r consultation during the development of my

categories of descriptions to be used for analysing writing. The draft categories of

descriptions were tested and critiqued by co-teachers, an applied linguist and a botany

professor, after which they were modified, before using them to categorise the constructs in

the writings.

3.1.3.2 Methodolosical Confirmabilitv

Techniques of inquiry cannot eliminate bias, but can try to minimize it. I have thus used a

number of techniques to minimize subjectivity, which included keeping a record of cassette

tapes used during interviews, interview transcripts and all student writings and maps, which

were valuable for double checking findings, cross referencing and confirming findings.
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3.1.4 Case Studv:

Motivation for Case StudY

The case study approach was chosen in order to investigate the changes that would take place

(if any) in the nature of the learners' writings. The sample size of 6 learners enabled me to do

the analysis of the constructs within their writings on a manageable scale. During the second

part of the data collection I make use of interviews, hence once again the analyses of the

transcripts were made more numageable.

Rose (1991:192) citing Mitchell (1983), explains that Mitchell characterizes the case study

approach in terms of a "detailed examination of an event which the analysts believe exhibits

the operation of some identified theoretical principle". A case study is therefore an empirical

enqulry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real life context. It is not a

representative sample, but a deliberate choice of a critical case to see if certain theoretical

assumptions can be validated. A case study can therefore be described as a 'snap-shot'

approach to research.

All the procedures which I have followed in this study will thus be made as explicit as

possible in order to facilitate the reliability (transferability) of my findings. This applies also

to the development of categories and the selection of extracts from transcript texts in my data

analysis. In this way I have attempted to address the issue of validity (credibility).

The shortcomings of the case study approach lies in the fact that findings cannot be easily

generalised. However case-study research allows for the possibility of the development of
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theory, based on findings produced within a single context. As such a case study cannot be

generalised to a larger universe, as Yin (1984:39) comments:

"This analogt to samples and universes is incorrect when dealtng with case-studies. This is

because survey research relies on statistical generalisations, whereas cose-studies rely on

analyt ic al gener alis at ions" .

An analytical generalisation is an attempt to generalise a specific set of results obtained from

a single case to a broader theoretical position. Case studies allow the development of theory.

The case study approac[ as it represents the development of a hlpothesis within a single

situation, enables the development of a theoretical position.

It is hence not the goal of this case study to develop a position whictu as in the case of survey

researctL can be generalised statistically to the broader universe. The main goal of this case

study therefore is, to attempt to develop a theoretical approach within a single event, which

might contribute to a broader theoretical understanding.

Pilot Studv:

About six months before the start of this study I was considering the idea of doing a study on

Concept mapping, but did not have a clear idea on which aspect of Concept mapping to

focus. I brought together a group of 15 of my own Biology learners to whom I taught

Concept rnapping. The idea at the time was that I wanted to teach this group Concept

mapping to see if Concept mapping would have an effect on their writing - the main idea
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being that they construct their maps based on sample Biology questions and from their maps

construct thsir answers in writing; however, in the end I had no data against which to gauge

their final products, as I had not conducted any pre-testing on their writing ability before

training them in concept rnapping.

During this exercise I learnt a lot about how not to present the course, for example length of

sessions, times when classes would be most suitable, keeping proper data records of

individual writings and different ways in which to present the course - all of which played a

valuable role in the main study which followed. The main study involved a totally fresh

group of learners.

This easeSludr.

This study is essentially a case study comparing the nature of the written essays of 6 learners,

before they were skilled in concept mapping, and the effects on the their written essays, after

they were skilled in the use of concept mapping.

The learners who were selected to undergo training in the progam, were chosen from a group

who were experiencing problems in writing essays in Biology exams. Fifteen or more

learners responded to an invitation to attend a writing course, but the decision to select the six

learners that I did accept, was based on their level of need, interest and motivation, as one of

the requirements was that we would have to meet from time to time after school hours.
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3.1.5 Data Collection:

Data collection took place in a (four) stages:

(a) before the Concept mapping intervention;

(b) drring the Concept mappingtraining;

(c) after the Concept rnapping intervention; and"

(d) during an interview.

L,earners were given topics on which to write before and after the Concept rnapping intervention

took place, to see if the intervention had any effect on their uniting/learning.

3.f.5.1 Before the Conceot Intervention

Learners wrote responses to the given questions over a period of a week on tlree designated

days viz., Monday, Wednesday and Friday. The break of one day in between writing sessions

was for learners to have an opportunity to review the relevant chapters of the topics. Each

writing session lasted between 40 - 45 minutes after school-

After the learners were selected to participate in this program they were told that I needed them

to write an essay on each of the following chapter topics: organic compounds, transpiration and

photosynthesis and respiration They were required to study each of the above topics and they

were informed on which days they were going to write each essay.
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Learners hence knew the chapter topic, but not the content of the questions which were to be

asked. The question was presented to them on the afternoon of the writing for each particular

topic.

The essays (the pre-concept mapping essays) for all the topics were then collected after each

session and the analysis of their writing took place, i.e. the categorisation and identification of

constructs (as opposed to sentences) within their essays. In this way a profile of each essay for

each student was developed. (See Appendix A for learnets' pre-concept mapping writings and

Appendix B for learners' pre-concept rnapping analysis sheets.) No discussion on the overall

performance in these essays took place between the researcher and the goup.

3.1.5.2 Durinq Conceot Mappins Trainins

To view examples of each learner's Concept mapping haining exercises which were compiled,

see Appendix J.

Concept map training took place over a period of nvo months, with the group attending a series

of eight sessions of one horn each over that period. During this period learners were taught the

fundamentals of concept rrapping, and how to draw acceptable maps. Examples ranged from

simple everyday examples and later moved to more complex and syllabus-related examples.

Exercises for homework on other topics in the biology syllabus were used as examples in these

concept rnapping exercises and for further practice. These were to be presented at the following

session to the rest of the group.
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Learners were initially allowed to work in groups until they became familiar with ttrc procedure,

thereafter they worked individually. It must be emphasised that at rn point were the topics

(i.e. organic compounds, transpiration and photosynthesis & respiration) referred to in these

exercises, discussed or taught by myself with(to) the group. Reference to these topics may have

occurred as learners became more familiar with concept mapping and the more they studied in

groups on their own It is also worth noting that norrc of the six learners in this study were my

own Biology learners, but rather were drawn from the rest ofthe Biology classes.

3.1.53 Afterthe Concept Mappins Interrention

At the end of the concept mapping haining, which took place over a period of approximately

two months (8 sessions), learners were once again informed thd they would be required to do

formal writing exercises, but the content ofthe essay questions was once again not made known

to them.

They were then given exactly the same questions, which they completed in ttnee 50 minute

sessions, by first drawing a concept map and theq from the concept map, writing their essay.

No discussion on ttreir overall performance in this task took place between the researcher ard

the group. Once again each of the essays were analysed through a categorisation process of their

constructs and a profile was drawn up for each essay by each learner.
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3.1.5.4 Inteniews

Learners were interviewed in order to get their impressions about the two sets of uriting that

they did (ie. before and after concept nrapping). This was a supplementary method of data

collection.

The interview was conducted about one month after the post-concept rnapping writings were

written This was due to logisical problems in that learners had left school and were preparing

for their final November examinations. Five of the participants were invited by telephone to

participate in individual interviews. The sixth student was not available as she had left the Cape

Town area

(i) Motivation for Interviewine

The interview took the form of a semi-stnrcnred interview, which Kvale (1996:124) describes

AS:

"it has a sequence of themes to be covered, as well as suggested questions. Yet at the same time

there is an openness to changes of sequence andforms of questions in order tofollow up the

onswers given and the stories told by the subjects."

The purpose of conducting the interview was to allow the learners themselves to offer their own

impressions on their two sets of uriting (i.e. before and after concept rnapping).
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In the interviews, the learners were asked to identifu common characteristics of their two sets of

writing and to account for 'changes', if there were any, that ttrcy observe4 when given the

chance to look at their essays again

(ii) The Interview Settine

Learners from the group who participated in the interview, were each invited to attend an

interview session with me at my home. It took place in a non-formal atmosphere in my

study. I interviewed each one them over coffee, at which time I presented each one of them

with their pre- and post-concept mapping writings.

(iii) Instructions siven to participants

Each learner was asked to examine their first piece of writing (pre-concept mapping) and their

second piece of writing (post-corrcept mapping). No explicit reference to concept mapping was

made by the researcher to learners when referring to their writings.

For example, this instruction tookthe following form

"you hod a chance to look at the before (pre) and after (post) writing. Are there any dffirences

between the way you wrote the Jirst piece and the way you wrote the second piece?"

In this way care was taken not to lead them to conclude, that it was concept mapping that led to

changes in their writing, if any. Thus, if concept mapping was seen to have played a part,

learners would have to make that claim themselves.
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(iv) Ouestions posed durins the Interriew

The interview took the form of a semi-stnrctured interview, ha,ring a number of focus

statements and questions, which I asked each one of thern

Focus instruction Jq uestions in seq uence:

l. Read the pre-writing.

This was done to allow them to reflect on their pieces of writing before concept rnapping

training.

2. Read the post-writing.

This was done to allow them to reflect on their pieces of writing after corrcept rnapping

training

3. Do you notice any dilferences between the above two pieces ofwriting?

If 'Yes'- What are they?

4. What do you think caused these differences?

If 'Concept ldapping' - Explain how it caused the difference.

If 'other reason' - Explain how it caused this difference.

If Conceot Maooinp'.

5. How did concept mapping help you to write? - Describe.

6. Did concept mapping change the way you learnt the topics?

If 'Yes'-Describe

NB: If any other infomtotion ofises during or bdtteenlocns questions,follow up andpmbe

lurther.
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(v) Interuiew Recordinss

The initial 3 interviews were recorded on a hand-held mini-recordetr, which was later found to

have poor sound qualty and therefore abandoned. Subsequently a flat-plate audio mike was

used for the remaining 2 learners, which produced very good sound quality, an aspect which was

very important when transcribing the interviews. Learners did not seem inhibited by the

researcher, but appeared relaxed during interview sessions.'

(vi) Transcripts

A full verbatim transcript for each leamer was made. (Refer to Appendix G.)
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3.2 DataAualvsis

(a) The Development of the Constmct Item Analvsis Profile (CICF).

The CICF is a representation of profile categories against which essays of a scientific natue can

be reasonably assessed.

Construct ltem Code Frame (cICF)

Criteria/Delimitation of Features:

Table 3.1

The Cmstruct Item Code Frame

The 8 categories on which the analysis will focus are as follows:

Category Delimitation
l. Alternate Conception/

Alternate Explanation scientific
Explanation is not true in terms of the

2. Recall Definition (Verbatim) Definition is recalled in the exact

form eg. from notes or texts

3. Definition (Own Explanation) Definition is explained in writer's
own words.

4. Interrelate Concepts Shows interrelation between concepts

under discussion.

s. Relevant Information to Topic &
Correct Factual Recall.

Uses relevant information to the topic
under discussion & Recalls valid facts
to substantiate information.

6. Relevant Information to Topic
BUT Incorrect Factual Recall.

Uses relevant information to the topic
under discussion BUT Recalls invalid
facts to substantiate information.

7. Irrelevant Information. Uses informatioru which does not
have relevance to the topic under

discussion.

8. Unclear Expression of ldea. Connections between ideas

Confusing or Missing
are
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Cateeorv Definitions

Category I (Alternate Conceptions) presents the total number of constnrcts produced by each

learner and out of these, those which show whether or not they had ahernate conceptions on the

topics set.

Category 2 (Reeall of Definitions Verbatim) presents ttp total number of constnrcts produced

by each learner and out of these, the number that showed the learner simply recalled

information/definitions in a verbatim way.

Category 3 (Recatl Definitions - Own Explanations) presents the total number of constructs

produced by each learner and out of these, the number of constnrcts in which each learner

recalled definitions btrt presented them in his or her own words.

Categoly 4 (Interrelations) presents the total number of constnrcts produced by each learner

and out of these, the number that indicate the learner's ability to interrelate concepts within the

questions set.

Category 5 (Relevant Information & Correct Factual recall) presents the total number of

constructs produced by each learner and out of these, the number that represent relevant

information and tlrc recall of correct facts.
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Category 6 (Relevant Information BUT Incorrect Factual recall) presents the total number

of constructs produced by each learner and out of these, tlre number that represented relevant

information which was incorrectly recalled.

Categoly 7 (Irrelevant Informstion) represents the total number of constructs produced by

each learner and out of these, the number that consisted of irrelevant information to the

questions set.

Category E (Unclear Expression of ldea) represents the total number of constructs produced

by each learner and out of these the number that (mostly because of poor language usage and or

proficiency) repnesented unclear expressions of their ideas.

The above categories contained in the Constnrct Item Code Frame (CICF) were developed in

response to the tlpe of constnrcts (sertences) which I encountered in interaction and analysis of

the writings dr:ring the coding and 'developing categories phase', using the constructs

(sentences) contained in the learners' pre- and post-concept rnapping writings. The above

categories essentially aim to describe the tlpes of constnrcts that can arise in the writing of an

essay, which is of a scientific nature. The sentenceVphrases taken fromthe learners' essays were

assigned to categories I - 8 and were termed constructs, which would then form the units of

analysis.

The categories of informatiorU which emerged during this tentative period of coding were

assessed and cross-checked for validity, tlrough discussions with an applied linguist, a botanist
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and two biology teachers. There was consensus among the group about the suitability of the

coding frame, which was duly nmdified according to the inputs made. This was done in order to

establish construct validity of the instrument.

The units of analysis from each student's writing are called constructs (as opposed to sentences).

Each identifiable sentence construct of the student's uniting was systematically categorised,

using the coding frame instrument (CICF).

A table of features and examples of those particular features was then compiled to provide a

profile of each student's responses. (See Appendix B for pre-concept rnapping analysis sheets

and Appendix E for post-concept rnapping analysis sheets.)

(b) Anahsis of pre- end post-concept mapping writings

From the learners' written essays (pre-and post-concept mapping), a profile for each student

was compiled by categorising the nature of each of their constmcts and tabulating those

constructs offered in response to each topic, using categories within the Construct Item Coding

Frame (CICF).

These categories were then used to conpare and confrast the constructs, using appropriate

quantitative and qualitative methods, before and after the concept mapping intervention.

@xamples of their actual pre- and post-concept mapping writings are found in the Appendices

A and D respectively.)
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(c ) Anahsis of Interview data

Full verbatimtanscripts for each student were made. (See Appendix G.)

Extracts from these transcrips were used to substantiate claims and explanations that learners

made regarding their descriptions and experiences of using concept mapping when making their

written presentations. In analysing the transcript of each student, I was particularly looking for

their 'voices' as answers to the questions lised below. The following categories (in bold) were

used as anchors to extract learners'responses from the transcripts:

l. What did the student perceive to be the dif[erences in the features berween hiVher pre- and

post-conc€pt rnapping uritings? (i.e. category Features of Differences.)

2. How did he/she account for the differences berween hiVtrer pre- and post-concept mapping

writings? (i.e. category Account for Differences.)

3. What did he/she see as beirrg the cause of the above difference between his/her pre- and

post-concept rnapping writings, if any? (i.e. category Causes of writing differences.)

4. Ifthe reason for the above statd difFerences was concept mapping, then explain how?

(ie., the category How CM helped to cause the difference?)

(A full summary oftable ofcategories with respomes can be seen in Appendix H)
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Chapter 4
Results

4.1 Presentation and Analvsis of Individual Results

The following discussions are based on the sentence construct-responses, which were

provided by learners in their pre- and post-concept mapping writings in answering the set

questions.

I looked at each student's individual performance, highlighting certain aspects of hiVher

writing and linking them to responses that were made during the interview sessions when

they had the opportunity to explain or account for certain aspects of their writings. (Please

refer to learners'pre- and post-concept mapping writings in Appendices A and D')

NB: [The writings found in the rectangular blocks are verbatim descriptions as given by

the learners in their respective essaysl

Student 1: Ayanda N. (AI9

Ortanic Compounds - pre-concept mappinq writing:

The piece of uniting on organic compounds consists of 6 sentence constructs, consisting of

one paragraptr, all of which were categorised as Irrelevant to the Topic, as the following

shows:

7. Irrelevant lnformation to
Topic.

Organic Coarpounds:
. organic compounds are divided into macro and micro compound-

. Microcompounds: They are needed in small quantities. They are large

compound Therefore they need to be catalzed[sic] eg calcium, Sodium,

Zinc.
o Macroorganic Compound: They are needed in large quantities eg

carbohydrates, protehs, fats'

a Carbohydrates they are m(mgners.
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The answers reflect a confusion of the meaning of the terms macro- and micro compounds

with those of organic compounds.

During the interview he explains his above confusion between the two concepts:

It therefore appears that AI.l misunderstood these concepts in the Agricultural Science class

and transferred them to this topic under discussion. The actual piece of pre-concept mapping

writing is short and it appears as if AIt{ had an idea about organic compounds and jotted what

came to mind and then could not continue any further.

Orsanic Comoounds - mannins writins:

In contrast the piece of writing after concept mapping shows a marked increase in the number

of constructs (15) and the information is presented in a clear and structured rrranner. Out of

the 15 constructs he wrote down 14 constructs categorised as Relevant to the Topic. Also the

occulrence of 3 Interrelations between the fats, carbohydrates and proteins in terms of all of

them containing C, H, O (Carbon, Hydrogen, Orygen) is noted. The piece of writing appears

structured with headings and clear paragraphs.

SD: What do mean here when you say that the Organic compounds are divided into two,
Macro and micro compounds?
Is there something called a macro compound?

A.N: No

S.D : But why do you think you wrote it wrong in the fust one?

A.N: Because organic compounds are not divided in macro and micro compounds.

S.D: But where did you get that information from wherr you wrote it the first time?

A.N: I think I have had heard this information wrong in agriculttue.
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Transpiration - P maopins writine:

This piece of writing consists of 6 sentence constructs categorised, of which oriy 2 constructs

were notably Relevant and Correct. The rest of the constructs were relevant, but the

explanation about what he wrote was incorrect. The ideas presented appear to be recalled

from memory in bits and pieces and written down - the result is that there are no clear

explanations, nor contrasts, which this particular question requires in the answer.

Transpiration - Post-concept mapping writing:

In contrast to the pre-concept rnapping writing, which contains 6 constructs, the post-concept

mapping writing contains 20 constructs. The writing itself is characterised by clear

paragraphs with headings highlighting what is discussed within each paragraph; there is a

distinct contrast being made between the two types of situations that can occur for a

particular factor. For example:

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factr.ral
Recall

Re: Exterral factors:
o Cuticle : The transpiratim is deterrnine by the Size of the cuticle. If the

cuticle is thick the rate of transpir*ion is low. While is trin the rate of
transpiratiur is high.

o Stomata: few stomata or Sunken stomata reduce the rate of transpiratiur.
While there is many Stomata the rate of transpiratiut is high.

o [,eaf area: When the leaf area is large there is an excess loss of water. While

the leaf area is small there is low transpiratiul rate.

o Leaf arrangem€nI There the tanspiraticr is determined by the arrangernent

or the strape of the leaf.

Re: lnternal factors:
r Ternperature: When the tqnperature is high the rate of transpiration is high.

But wtren is cold the rate of transpiratim is low.
o Light: When there is no light the rate of transpiration is low. And if there is

light ttrere is high transpiration rate.
o Wind: When there is higlr wind blowing there is high loss of water and if

there is low wind there is low transpiration.
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Photownthesis & Respiration - Pre-concept mapoing writins:

This piece also consists of 6 sentence constructs of which 2 accounted for a Definition of

photosynthesis. For the rest, I accounted for Relevant and Correct Inforrnation and the other

was Unclear as to what he was trying to say:

8.Unclear Expression of Idea. Photosynthesis & Respiratiur :

. This two proc€ss as they are aking place they provided Some important as

Source of life.

The writing is characterised by one large paragraph and exhibits a clear Verbatim recall of

the Definitions of photosynthesis and respiration. No explanations are offered, nor are there

any Inter-relations shown between the concepts, as is required by the question.

Photosvnthesis & Respiration -Post-concept mappins writing:

This piece of writing consists of I I sentence constructs, of which 9 are notably categorised as

follows:

It is interesting to note that he defines photosynthesis & respiration in his own words

(Definition - Own Explanation) and shows 4 Interrelations between photosynthesis &

respiration. His writing is paragraphed and ideas are presented clearly.

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

Photosynthesis & Respiratian :

o This process needs Sun, Light, H2O and COz. The sm come in Radiant

energ. All tre substances are needed to cony€rt radiant €nerry to chernical

en€rry. The chernical enerry is used to combine ADP + P to form the

substance ATP found in the molecule of Glucose in the leaf. Photosynthesis

also Give offthe 02 from the leaf.

4. Interrelations of Concepts Photosynthesis & Respiratim :

o Respiration also needs ffre ATP in tre Glucose. Respiratiur also needs the

02 in the mitochondrim. It need to make this substance to make the enerry

in the cell as stred ATP.
. Respiration also give offtl2o and the coz which Photosynthesis can use.
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Summary Student 1: Ayanda N. (AN)

His written presentation in the pre- and post-concept rnapping writing, clearly exhibits a trend

from ' just writing what comes to mind' towards more organised writing i.e. relevant

headings and paragraphing.

It would appear that he relied much on the Direct recall of Informatioru especially regarding

the recall of definitions, but no further elaboration on the topics. His writing overall shows a

marked improvement from writing down Irrelevant Information in the pre-concept mapping

writing, to writing down more Relevant Information in the post-concept rnapping writings,

for example:

Comparing the incidence before and concept mapping.

Comparing the lncidence Information before concept mapping.

In trying to ascertain how he characterised his own writing during the interview, he

characterised his pre-concept rnapping writing on transpiration as :

S.D: mmhm
Are there any other differences that you noticed the way you wrote before and the lvay yotl wrote after ?

A.N: In the first me I have write only the poinS and I di&r't, I did not discuss thern.

When Ayanda (AIrl^) refers to 'points' he means headings. In other words he says that he only

put down relevant headings, but did not discuss the underlying information.

Irrelevant Inforrmtion - Comourds
Preconcept mapping 't6i1ing :

0%83%

Relevant Inforrnatioq - Organic Compounds

Pre-concept mapping writrng :

93o/o0o/o
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Accounting for the way he wrote his pre- and post-concept mapping writings on

photosynthesis & respiration with regard to Interrelations, he explains:

SD: And in the la.$ topic, which was photosynthesis and Respiratiot?
Do you notice any differences there?

AN: In fte last topic (Pre) , I only write tre frcts. I divide the phdc5mthesis and respiratim (discuss thun
But in the secsrd one I write both togefter as are hterrelated

Student 2:Zoleka M. (Zl,lD

Organic Compounds - Pre-concept manpinq writing:

This piece of writing consists of 3 sentence constructs, of which only 2 could be categorised

8. Unclear Expression of Idea. Organic Cunpound:
. Organic compounds are the living mganisrns eg plants, animals, grass
o Cunpounds always twice such as hydrogen and oxygen.

In the interview when asked if she noticed any differences btvreen her pre- and post-concept

mapping writing on this topic, she responds:

ZM: Yes. I noticed a difference.

SD: What difference do you notice ?

ZM: Before . ... it is shqt and it is not clear .

SD: What do you mean by clear ?

ZNI: lt is not sense.

SD: You say there is no sense. What do y(ru mean by no sense ?

ZM:..........

SD: In the pre ytxr are sayng drat the cganic compounds are the living mganisns eg. plants , animals grass

Compounds are always twice such as hydrogen and oxyge,n.

You say ...
What would yotr say that sentence sap? Is it a clear idea r wtrat?

When you are saying cunpotmds alwap twice such as hydrogen and oxygen ?

ZM:lt is not clear.
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O*"oi" Compounds - post-concept mappinq writinE:

In contrast, the piece of writing after concept mapping training shows a marked increase in

the number of constructs (23) and the information is presented in a clear and structured

rnanner. Out of the 23 constructs, she notably wrote down 20 constructs categorised as

Relevant Information to the topic. The piece appears structured with headings and clear

paragraphs

Transpiration - Pre-concept mapping writing:

In her writing on transpiration she only produced 3 sentence constructs notably a Definition

of the concept and I correct sentence containing Relevant Information.

Transoiration - maooins writine:

This discussion consists of 23 sentence constructs, of which 14 constructs are Relevant and

Correct to the topic; this is compared to the 2 Relevant and Correct constructs out of 3 in the

pre-concept rnapping writing.

The writing itself is characterised by clear paragraphs with headings, highlighting what is

discussed, and within each paragraph there is a distinct contrast being made between the two

types of situations that can occur for a particular factor.

Photosvnthesis & Respiration - Pre-concept mapnins writing:

This piece of writing consists of 22 sentence constructs, out of which 14 constructs were

characterised as being Recall of Definition Verbatim. She uses sentences which are

characterised as coming directly out of the textbook/notes. She defines the two processes and
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then gives the importance of each process separately under their respective headings and does

not inter-relate the two processes:

Interestingly the 4 Interrelations she gives could also be classified as a definition of how they

are interrelated. Example:

Her writing is heading-bound, although the question requires her to show the important

components of each one related to each other, making them two vital processes to life on

earth.

Photownthesis & Res ion - Pos!:corlcept mappinq writi

This piece consists of I I sentence constructs of which notably 2 constructs are Definitions

explained in her own words. This is in marked contrast to the 14 Verbatim Definitions which

she provides in her pre{oncept mapping writing. Example:
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2.Recall of Definitions
(Verbatim)

Photocynthcsis:
o Photosynthesis is the process by which drlophyll in green plants mps

radiant €n€rry frqn the sun and transfqrns it into dlertical enerry stued in
molecules of carbohydrates.

o Radiant errerry is very impqtant . Changed into clremical potential en€rg .

Stored in organic fuel molecules eg carbotrydrates , glucme. Used durhg
cellular respiratim tr staed becqnes fossil fuel. Also used in synhesis of
other organic compounds eg Ethanol. Oxygen is released as a by product .

Oxygen is used by living organisms for cellular respiration.

Respiration:
. ls the gradual release of energr in the fqrn of heat and ATP from enerry,

. Organic cornpounds wtridr contain potential en€rry.
o Oxidised with release of urergl in the form of ATP.
. Energy used in metabolic activities,
o Growth, cellular respiration development.
. COz is released. Oxygen is used.
o Balance between oxygen and carbon dioxide in the urnmphere.

4. Interrelations of Concepts Photosynthesis:
o Photosynthesis and respiration they are interelated : both process the nature

of reactiurs are cyclic. Calvin cycle in photmynthesis. Krebs cycle in
cellular respiratim.

o ATP formed in both processes.

o ln both processes electrursareactivated
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3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

& Respiratim:
o Photosynthesis is a Fooess wtrictr needs light fiun the

snu HzO frorn the roots and COz fronr outside.

Photcynthesis all csnbine this substances to form 02
urd to fcm stardl.

In contrast to the 4 Interrelations which she provides in her pre - concept rnapping writing,

which are possibly contentious, she provides 5 clear tnterrelations between photosynthesis &

respiration in her post-concept mapping writing. Example:

4. Interrelations of Concepts Photosynthesis & Respiratiur :

o Respiration oocurs in fte mitochondria The Oz from
photosynthesis is used by the focess. Also the

mqrosaccharides from photosynthesis is used by the
proc€ss.

o They are so interrelated wtren the respiratiur gives off
the COz and tre H2O so photmynthesis in the

thylakoids can used than again. Respiration also give
us and plants energt.

In characterising her overall pre-concept mapping writing, it would appear that she relied

much on Direct Recall of Information, especially regarding the recall of definitions but no

further elaboration on the topics in contrast to her post-concept mapping writing, in which

she writes more clearly and in a more structured fashion. Accounting for her short

discussions on transpiratiou and referring to her observations abut her own pre- and post-

concept mapping writings on photosynthesis & respiration she says:

SD: Okay. If we look at some of the other writings that you've dqte as well , you

tanspiration, that's the pre, and the post, okaf

What do you notice about your prewriting about transpiration ?

Zl,tl:. .......It is strrt.

SD: It is short. What else ?

look m the one

Summarry Student 2: Zoleka M. (Zfvf)
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(Long Pause by ZM)

It is strort.

SD: I see here you give the headings for the intemal factors and *re extfiial factors but you did'nt explain it,
why not? in the pre writing ? tvVhy didn't you explain it in the pre writing?

ZM: I dqr't understand the way .. . ... .

SD: You don't understand ....... ?

ZM: I don't understand the way you discuss ..... ( write a discussion)

SD: You don't under$and the way you discuss, okay.

Cause I see here in the post writing that you've actually - you've got your intemal
factors and you've got your external factors separately.

And then urder each one you've got the factor and the explanation ......

ZM: Yes...

SD: for that specific factor, okay ?

And if we look at the last one for photosynthesis and respiration .

SD: All right, what do you notic€ about your pre witing and your post writing ?

Right so if we look at the writing pre and post on photosynthesis and respiration ,
what do you notice ?

ZM: In the first one I do not write about photosynthesis and respiration together, I write
s€parately.

SD: Mmm. So what did you put under respiratiur here ? Just the ...... ?

Are these the importances of respiration and the importance of photosynthesis ?.

ZM: Yes.

SD: But what do you notice in the post ?

ZM:'I\e I notice that I write esis and lon
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Student 3: Winterrose S. (ws)

Orzanic Compounds - Pre-concept mapping writing:

Out of a total of 28 sentence constructs, 12 constructs were notably categorised as Relevant

and correct. In her discussion she has clear paragraphs, but she does not have all the

information under that heading; later she places what she has left out before in another part of

the essay.

She also included Irrelevant information in her discussion on Organic Compounds, namely

she discusses the importance of water, which is not an Organic Compound. She could not be

asked to explain the inclusion of water under this topic since she was not available for the

interview session. Example:

Organic Compounds - Post-concept mapping writinE:

In contrast, out of a total of 25 sentence constructs, 18 constructs were categorised as

Relevant and Correct. The information is presented in a clear and structured Inanner, having

clear headings and paragraphs.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Organic Compor.nrds:

Re: Water Functions
o It acts as a solvent.
o It is hydrolysis
o It helps tre fmd to pass trough oesophagus easily
o It is a useful substance in all living things.
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Transpiration - P manninp writins:

Out of a totalof 22 sentence constructs, she wrote 5 constructs, which could be categorised as

Relevant and Correct. She does not show any contrasts between the features and how they

change in relation to the environmental conditions; this leads to her losing half the marks, for

example:

Transpiration - Post-concept mappinq writing:

Out of a total of 23 sentence constructs, she wrote 14 constructs, which could be categorised

as Relevant and Correct. In contrast to the previous example, she does include both scenarios

to the feature, for example:

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall.

Transpiraticr:
Re: External Factons:
. Temperahrre: If there is high ternperature the transpiration rate increases

. Light: If there is light transpiratiur rate increases When photcynthesis takes

plaoe.
o Humidity: tf there is humid air ranspiratiql rate decreases-

Re: Internal Factors:
o Size of the leaves/ plants: Transpiration rate must happen in a large surFace

Where it can photosynthesize + That will increase the rate of transpiration.
o Cuticle / hairs : tlairs Fevents the leave during tre wind frun loming to

much water.

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall

Transpiratim:
Re: lnternal factms:
o Stomata: The stqnata is divided into few stomata whidr decrease the rate of

transpiration. Srmken stomata also decreases the rate of transpiration.
o cuticle have two different layers. The thick and the thin cuticle. Thick

cuticle have low transpiration rate and Thin cuticle have high transpiratim
rate.

o [,eaf area: The small leaf have a low transpiratim rate. The large leaf have a

high tanspiration rate.

Re: External factors:
o Ternperahre: Hi$ temp€rature have high transpiration rate. [.ow

ternperature have a low transpiration rate.
. Humidiry: Wet air have a low transpiratiqr rate. Dry air have a high

transpiratim rate.
e Water availability: Little water the transpiration rate is high. Lots of water

the nanspiration rate is low.
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Photosynthesis & Respiration - Pre-concept mapping writins:

Out of a total of 15 sentence constructs, she wrote 2 constructs which could be categorised as

Relevant and Correct.

In additiorU an Alternate Conception was present whictr, unfortunately could not be followed

up on since the student was not available for the interview session, viz.,:

l. Alternate Conception/
Alternate Explanation

Photmynthesis:
o So in respir*ian Oz is used to give str€ngft. The srangtr that we have is

coming from the air trat is" it gives eners/.

This piece also exhibits 4 Interrelations, viz.,

4. Interrelations of Concepts Photosynthesis & Respiratim :

o As we breath in fresh air i.e oxygen This air is the one whictr is given offby
plans in fire pocess of photosynthesis.

o So these pocesses are vital to life on eartr because there can be no plant on

eartt we cannot survive.
. They are interelated because each process help one anodter to survive.

o This oxygen whidr is produced by the plant it can be used by human-

Photosynthesis & Respiration - Post-conceot mappine writing:

Out of a total of 16 sentence constructs, she wrote 12 constructs, which could be categorised

as Relevant and Correct. The Alternate Conception is not present. She discusses

photosynthesis & respiration without showing the inter-relatedness of the two processes. She

discusses photosynthesis separate from respiration and appears to be giving a factual

definitive tlpe of account ofthe two processes, viz.,

2. Recall of Definitions
(Verbatim)

Photosynthesis &
Photosynthesis is the making of Carbotrydrate
and and H2O using drlorophyl molecule .

from the raw materials COza

o The formula :- CO, + 6H2O , sunlight, drlorophyll, Enzymes I C6H2O. +

6o,z.
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Summarv Student 3 : Winterrose S. (WS)

In her discussion on photosynthesis & respiration she fails to discuss respiration specifically.

Most of the discussion is around the concept of photosynthesis.

No Interuiew data is available for this student.

Student 4: Eunice M. (Ellt)

Oruanic Compounds - Prc-concept mappins writing:

This piece of writing consists of 6 sentence constructs, with only 3 constructs categorised as

follows:

The piece contains correct information that has relevance to the topic, but it also shows rather

clearly a misunderstanding of organic compounds, confusing it with the concept of nutrients

eg.:

Organic compounds are Nitrogen, Carbon, hydrogerl O*ygeru Phosphorus, and Sodium
( No CHOPS - Nitrogen, Hydrogen, Oxygeq Phosphorous, Sulpher)

She then continues recalling pieces of information relevant to organic compounds, but which

are not exactly pertinent to the question. Example:

I They usually contain Carbon atorns.
I They occur naturally in our Environment.
I They are broken down by process called hydrolysis.
I This means that water is added to the bonds to break them their building units.

2. Recall of Definitions
(Verbatim)

Organic Cunpounds:
o Organic compounds are all contain carbur atom and they are usually made

in living organisn.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Organic Compornds
. They occur nahnally in our envirmmenL
. They are broken down by process called hydrolysis.
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The piece is short and has no information answering the question. In clarifuing as to why the

piece was so short, see Transcript of Interview under post-concept rnapping writing (organic

compound) below.

Orqanic Compounds - Post-concept mappinq writing:

In contrast to the pre-concept mapping writing which had a total of 6 constructs, 2 of which

were categorised as Irrelevant Information, the post-concept mapping writing consists of 22

constructs containing notably 17 constructs, which were categorised as Relevant Information

to the topic and Correct Factual Recall. The information is presented in a clear and structured

manner, having clear headings and paragraphs.

The characteristic features are identified by the student personally in the interview about the

short descriptions in the pre-concept mapping writing and the longer descriptions in the post-

concept mapping writing when she says:

SD: E.N let's go for if Okay. You've read trorgh the pre'test questions" right, and you looked Ouough the
post-test questiurg okay. Ib you notice any difference the way you wrote before and the one after ?

EM: It is strrl

SD: You noticed. What did you notice ?

EM: In the 6e *rtiting it is not clear and is strort.

SD: What do you mean by clear ?

EM: I did'nt writing in point form. ( Meaning headings)

SD: You did'nt write in point form. What else ?

You said it was strort What do you msan by short ?

EM: I not finistr write.

SD: You did'nt finistr write, so did you cover everything ffrat you wanted to cover ?

EM: No I don't cover everything.....
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SD: Okay...

EM: In dre pq,st it is clear, and I write in point form and I flnish write everything in fte poc.

SD: And you finistr write everything you wanted in the pct-?

EM: Inthepctyes.

Transpiration - Pre-concept mapping writing:

This piece is again characterised by a low numbr of sentence constructs, viz.,6, out of which

onty 2 constructs would have afforded scoring. Both of them were of the definitive type.

The rest (4 constructs) were information whictr, ahhough correct about transpiratiorL were

however short of addressing the specific question.

Transp - Post-concept m writins:

This piece of writing consists of 20 sentence constructs, out of which 16 were categorised as

Relevant and Correct. This contrasts markedly with the pre-concept mapping writing:

Comparing the Incidence and after conc€pt mapping

Informaticn

Transpiratim:
. Tho" are 3 tlpes of Transpiratim Stomatal Transpiratim from stomata and

Cdicular transpiration fiqn curticle trnticular transpiratim frorn lentictrle

in tre bark.
o Transpiratim cause I{2O to move up the stern.

o Cause suction pull of transpiratim.
o Help to cool the plant by evapcation of the water.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Post-conce6Prc{mefr mppfug111rrttngi-
77 o/o

0%

Relevam Idormation-

80%0o/o

Comparing the Incidence
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Here the student's writing is characterised by clear paragraphs with headings highlighting

what is discussed, and within each paragraph there is a distinct contrast being made between

the two types of situations that can occur for a particular factor.

Photownthesis & Respiretion - Pre-concept mapping writins:

This piece of writing consists of 12 sentence constructs, l0 of which were characterised as

Direct Verbatim Recall of the Definitions; 5 were of photosynthesis and 5 weie of

respiration.

No concrete explanations for either of the two processes are provided, but somewhat of an

overview of some of the important components of each process is given. Both topics are

described separately, showing no clear intenelationships.

Photownthesis & Respiretion - Post-concept mapping writing:

In contrast to the pre-concept mapping writing, she shows 5 Interrelations and 6 Definitions

of photosynthesis & respiration out of a total of 12 sentence constructs in her post-concept

mapping writing.

2. Recall of Definitions
(Verbatim)

Photosynthesis:
. Photcynthesis is important fu Radiant enerry-
o It dralrged into chemical potential enerry and Sored in organic fuel

molecules like carbohydrates and glucme.
o lt serves as a natual source of food for man and animal.
o Carbon dioxide absorbed €n(xm<xs amolmt of poisonors aocordingly the

concentration ofcarbon dioxide is kept constant
. Oxygen is released as by-product and used by living rganimr for cellular

respiration.

Respiration:
. Organic compognd which contains potential enerry is oxidised with fte

release of enerry in dre form of ATP .

. Energ used for metabolic activities growth/ cell work/ development'
o Release carbon dioxide and use oxygen.
o Retain balance between carbon dioxide and oxygen in the atrnosphcre.
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3. Definition
(Oovn Explanation)

Photmynthesis & Respiratim :

. Phdosynthesis need the sun and takes place in tre thylakodes of the leaf-

The strn has tre radiant en€rry wtridr is dranged into dremical potential

en€f,ry which usedto cunbine ADP and P to fomr ATP. Photcytrthesis also

need COz and H2O to take phce. Photcynthesis make the Q and tre
Glucme.

o Respiratiql oocur in the day and night. Respiratim it takes place in the

mitochmdrim in the cell.

4. Intemelations of Concepts Photosynthesis & Respiratim:
o Respiratiur it uses the Q from tre Photmynthesis. Respiratim it uses the

glucose from the Photcynthesis. It tren stores it as enerry in the form of
ATP.

. Respiration then give offCarbon dioxide and the H2O . The CO2 then can be

used by the Photcynthesis.

. Her explanations appear clear and to the point.

Summary Student 4: Eunice M (Elvt)

In characterising her overall pre-concept mapping writing, it would appear that she relied much

on Direct Recall of Information, especially the recall of definitions. This is in contrast to her

post-concept rnapping writing in which she writes more clearly and in a more structured

fashion. This piece clearly shows total 'regrrrgitation' of the definitions of photosynthesis &

respiration and no attempt is made to show how they are interrelated.

She also clearly makes the observation about the characteristic features of her pre- and post-

concept mapping writings for photosynthesis & respiration when she says:

I write tre facts but I do not write I writeln the In the
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Student 5: Vuyokazi Z. NZ)

Organic Compounds - Prc.concept mapping writinq:

This piece of writing consists of 25 sentence constructs, out of which 9 were categorised as

Relevant and Correct, while 7 constructs were categorised as Irrelevant.

It does not appear as if she did any planning before she wrote. In the discussion she does not

provide a clear division of the organic compounds as the question asks; rather it appears as if

the information is written as it occurs to her. She also makes 4 Relevant constructs to the

topic, but follows them up with Incorrect Factual Recall:

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall

Orguric Compounds:
. Organic cunpound has C:H:O .
. Food contain Carbdrydrate: Potatoeg Brea4 Rice.
. ......test ftr Stardl we put iodine in Stardl.
o the color.r of Iodine is hown if it conains (starch) it will trrn blue black.
. .. . ... test for fats is efirer reag€nt .

. if they contain fats it wi[ turn / stain in paper.

. ..... Milliurs reagcnt are to test for protein.
o If the substance turn into hick red it has protein.
o Polysaccharide... .Cellulose Stardr

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Organic Compounds:
o Water in our body play an important role.
o Water softens food
o Water act as cleaning lvh€n it tum to fueces.

o Enzynres are denatured .

o They (enzymes) work at low pH.
o EnzJmes are proteins.

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT InCorrect
Factual Recall.

Organic Compounds:
. Monmaccharides is (l) Glucose (2) L^actose (3) Sucrose
o Glucce + Fructose ) Galactose
o Glucose + latose ) Sucrose
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Oryanic Compounds - Post-concept mapping writing:

In this piece 16 (70%) of her sentence constructs are Relevant and Correct to the topic out of

a total of 23 constructs. In contrast to the pre'concept mapping writing there are no lrrelevant

information present. The piece of writing is written clearly with defined headings,

discussions are focussed and each heading is discussed exhaustively.

Transpiration - Pre-conceot maopine writine:

This piece of writing consists of 18 sentence constructs, of which only I construct could be

categorised as Relevant and Correct to the topic. Tlree (3) constructs were Irrelevant to the

topic altogether. She had 4 constructs, which were Relevant to the discussioru but in her

explanation, she did not recall the correct explanations/facts to explain the relevance.

She wrote 5 constructs, which dealt with explaining the stomatal mechanism of opening and

closing, which was entirely Irrelevant to the discussion.

Transpiration - Post-concept mappinq writing:

This piece clearly shows an increase in the number of Relevant and Correct c,onstructs, which

contrasts markedly with her pre-concept mapping writing :

Comparing the Incidence of Relevant lnformation before

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT InCorrect
Factual Recall.

Transpiratim:
o [n ranspiration there are ttr€e t]"es of transpiration. Root pressure.

Capillary. Suction face.

Re: Internal factors:
. When Wind is blow rate of transpiratim will dectease.

. Light. when there is light bnight transpiratiur will decrease.

o Humidity : when there is too much air transpiratim will increase

'' , Rclevail ldornatlm- Organic C.omounds
Pr,e-orcept mming urfting : Po$oncept qapping writing

360/o 70%
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Relerant tnformdion - Tmryirdim

6lo/o6%
tre Incidence @nc€pt

Here the student's writing is characterised by clear paragraphs with clear headings; there is a

distinct contrast being made between the tw'o types of scenarios that can occur for a particular

factor.

Photownthesis & Respiration - Pre-concept mapping writing:

This piece consists of 14 sentence constructs of which 6 are notably characterised as:

She offers a reasonable explanation of the interrelation between photosynthesis & respiratiorl

but her . niting (syntax) appearc cumbersome with long sentences, repeating much of the

information in another way, and the sentences need to be read more than once in order to

ascertain the meaning of the idea. There are no paragraphs and discussion is over one full

page. She discusses photosynthesis exhaustively, but only mentions respiration at the end in

one sentence when she says:

4. Interrelations of Concepts . Photosynthesis is tre pocess of life if it was nd yet we would not survive. I

think it is very important to keep thing of naunal resource in right way like
plants and soil because we depend on thern to breatr at srme time palnt

depend m us
. If photmynthesis is produced 6CO H2O i Oz dre Respiration is doing tre

opposite 
-of 

tnU if eactr of thenr is not yet it cant snvive orly bottr of thern

are interconnected-
. The CO2u,hidr we breath (ut) is needed by the plant to sunrive tris tells us

trat these kind of pKHs between man and plant there is a huge

relatimship.

Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall

5 Photosyntheis & Respiratim:
. Respiration does not need light and can made in dark and lighr
. Oxygen is produced dtrring photmyndresis . . - ..-.
. Photosylthesis as made during light if there was no light it cannot made

because it require lighr
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Respiration eachif thernof lsthe thatofthe lsls 6CO doing opposite+HrO o2If producedphotosynthesis
interconnected.areof thernbothit suruYecantnot

Photownthesis & Respiration - Post-concept mepping writing:

Out of the 13 sentence constnrcts for this topic, the following are notable: 6 Interrelations and

2 Definitions ofphotosynthesis in her own words.

Although she does not explicitly define respiratiorL she does so within the lnterrelations.

Photosynthesis & respiration is described succinctly, containing only the main ideas.

Summary Student 5: Vuyokazi Z (VZ)

Her pre-concept rnapping writing is characterised by the inclusion of Irrelevant InformatiorU

for example (Organic Compounds: 28%o) and (Transpiration = lTYo), contrast markedly to

her post-concept rnapping writing in which there are no lrrelevant Information constructs.

Her writing is also clear and more structured in the post-concept mapping writing.

During the interview session about organic compounds:

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

Photosynthesis & Respiratim:
o Photcynthesis needs light , CO2, HzO , Chlrophyll. Photcynthesis occurs

in mytatoids in drloroplast Photmynthesis uses coz + water + Light +

Enzfmes to make glucme in leaves..

4. Interrelations of Concepts Photmynthesis & Respiratim:
o (Respiratiur) It uses tre gluoose frqn tre photmyndresis and give coz md

I{2O. lt also gives offenerry in tre form of ATP-
o Plants make the glucme and the cell uses it fm crergr. Plant need $e CO2

from the cell. The cell need the Oz frun tre cell-
o I trink these processes has an imprtant role in plants and animals to

produce food and the other one to bneak down wtridr was made.

SD: All right, if you cunpare dre first piece right, with your second pieoe, I see there

here in your securd piece you've got Organic Cunpounds are divided into proteins,
then you discuss everything aburt proteins, ridrL and 0ren you say that Organic
compounds are divided into Vitamins for example, ther you discuss the vitamins, then

you say in the your next paragrap[ aguric cunpounds are divided into
carbotrydrates and you went to go and explain everyhing that you know about

the carbohydrates, . This is in the secmd of
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If we cunpare that to your firs piece of writing, we s€e you start offby talking
about...the test ffr $ardl , the test fa hts, right ?, and then you'ye Millon's reag€nt

coming in here. Okay. ?

What do you notice about dre *ay you rrrote this stuffhere, tre topicq md fte
topics over here in your securd piece. ?

VZ: There are no headings ....in the firs-

SD: There are no. So you say there are no headings in the first piece and in dre securd
piece?

VZ: There are headings.

SD: If you look at the ure ur Photmynthesis and Respiratim , what do yor notice ftere ?

So lyhat do yor notice between the two *ritings ar Photosynthesis . Photosyntresis
is the first piece . What do you soe there ?

YZ: lntre first one I was nwiting things wtridr are not neede4 wtridr are not necessary. There are no headings.

In tre second one there is whidr are needed and are necessary as specified-

On photosynthesis :

In her explaining why her discussion on photosynthesis & respiration was long and

cumbersome:

From my experience with learners, 'reading' refers to 'studying'. So essentially when she

says '7n the Jirst piece I was writing what I was readingl', she makes it explicit that she was

recalling what she was studying without real understanding, whereas in the post-concePt

mapping writing she was studyrng and with the aid of the concept map, it helped her to
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VZ: In the first qre I was uniting things wtridr are not neede4 whidr are not necessary. There are no headings.

In the secsrd me there is things whidr ue needed and are necessary as specified-

SD: So mmm. Once you look ar these things now , what would yor say , what would you
say caused this difference in tre way yotr wrote before, this firs piece and tre
secqrd piece ?

YZ:ln fre ftrS pim I rvas ryriting u,trat I rvas reading I not mderstand but I ju$-rcad
and read and read again and write iL In tre second one I was reading and rmdersand
and doing cmcept map and linking words.

That's wtry they hel@ me in ftis essay to write.
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understand what she was to write about. It therefore appears that much more planning and

focusing took place before sha wrote ttre post-concept rnapping t riting.

Student 6: Ntombizodwa J. (NO

Orsanic Compounds - Prc.concept mapping writing:

This piece of writing consists of 5 sentence constructs, of which 2 were categorised as :

and the last 2 ideas were unclear :

On the whole, the piece of writing contained no informatioq which could give her credit

during evaluation of the piece, since it did not contain the necessary information that the

question asks for in terms of the divisions of the organic compounds, nor does she mention

any examples. It is a very short piece of writing.

Orzanic Compounds - Post-concept mapping writing:

A very clear and focused piece of u/riting having 17 constructs out of the l8 categorised as

Relevant and Correct. The last construct is a Verbatim Definition of organic compounds.

6. Relevant Inforrnation to
Topic BUT InCorrect
Factual Recall.

Orgmic Cunpounds:
o The elernent that are fumd in aganic compound are NiuogerL carbfit

dioxide, phosphmrs and Sodiurn.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Orgrric Compounds:
o In inrganic cornpounds do not usrally conain carbon atorns and they oerr

naturally in orr environm€nt eg. Water Sah and Carbqr dioxide.

8. Unclear Expression of Idea Orguric Compounds:
. The living organism cunpme of hunnan and animal life and the dead

mganism oompce of plant and all things whidt did not live.
. Organic Compound are compound ftat found in living rganisrn and dead

mganism./ nur-l i ving organism.
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Although she has no headings, the constituent topics are all put together in a single

paragraphed and are discussed together.

Transpiration - Pre-concept mappinq writinq:

This piece of writing contains 7 sentence constructs, of which 4 constructs were categorised

as Unclear Expression of Idea.

Sentences appear to be written without clear focus on what is to be said and they come out as

unclear ideas. During the interview session she was asked to account for differences between

her pre- and post-concept rnapping writings:

8. Unclear Expression of Idea Transpiratim:
o The intemd factors of transpiratim causes the suctisr pull of transpiratim-
. The external factas: When the plant have lce water the leaves and flower

were follen and fte plant deafi.
o Cuticrrlrhelps plant to loce not to much water.
o l,enticular transpiration help the plant to heafie.

SD: This ure here is traspiratiur befme and, transpiratim after.

NJ: In transpiratim befue I just write abotrt transpiration and intemal factms and dur't not discuss about
interral hctrs and extemal frctors.

And in this transpiratim after, I write abont tanspiration and then I discuss about internal factors what they
contains and the external faams.

SD: Fknm. But wtry do you think yorr wrde like this before ?

NJ: I jus write tre factms what is there in transpiratiur but nd explain them.

SD: But wlry did'nt yur explain them, fon example.

NJ: I dqr't understrrd ( laughter ) I dm't lnow how .....

SD: You did'nt lnow how to explain it ?

You say did'nt undersrr4 wtrat do you mean when you say that you di&r't rmdersand it before ?

NJ: I'm jus urite and dren write .....

SD: So are yur sayrng .....

NJ: wi0rout understurding .....
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SD: before y<xl wrote you ju$ wrote wtrat came to yor.Ir mind ?

NJ: Yes.

SD: Is that what yor did ?

NJ: Yes.

SD: And afterwards ?

NJ: After I just write and I mganise my mind fiat what is going on in tris fanspirAim

SD: So wtrat do yur think caused this difference in the way you wrote before urd after ?

NJ: It causes the difference because if you write you must aganise what is tre thing all about , you dut't just

**titing.

Transpiration - Post-concept mappinq writing:

In contrast to the pre-concept mapping writing this piece consists of a clearly written

para$aphed essay consisting of a total of 22 sentence constructs. Out of the 22 constructs,

13 constructs could be categorised as Relevant and Correct, with 2 Unclear Expressions,

example:

8. Unclear Expression of Idea Trurspiratim:
Re: lnternal Factors
o Arrangement of leaf can be vertical when the transpiration rate increase.

o Opposite leaf decrease during transpiratim rate-

Photownthesis & Respiration - Pre-conceot mapping writing:

This piece of writing consists of 7 sentence constructs, of which 3 are Definitive, I Relevant

but Incorrect, I Relevant and Correct recall of information and 2 are Unclear Expressions, for

example:

8. Unclear Expression of Idea Photosynthesis:
o Respiration formed qr.rality of ethanol forms enerry.
. Photosynthesis manufacturing of carbohydrates food and forms COz and

H2O i; the presence of drlorophyll using €ner*/ fram the sun and 02 is
lib€rated-
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Photosynthesis & Respiration - Post-concept mapping writing:

This piece consists of a total of 12 sentence constructs, in ufiich 4 constructs descn:be the two

processes in her own words (Own Explanation), while 8 ofthem show Interrelations. Example:

In contrast to her pre-concept mapping writings there were no Interrelations. The writing is

clear, focuse4 short and to the point.

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

Photosynthesis & Respiratim :

. Photcynthesis m.ns in the leaf chlaophyll of a planl The leaf
Chlmophyll needs tre sun as Radiant Enerry. It needs the water and the

Carbon dioxide to make glucme in leaf. It also make the Oz-

4. Interrelations of Concepts & Respiratim
o Respirati(n oocur in the mitoctrondrin of cells . Mitoc*rurdrion uses gluome

from photmynthesis Mitoctrondriur uses the Q frqn tre leafs. This ftey
use to make and give offenerry wtridr is stmed as ATP in cells

o Men neod glucce frun planS and 02. This was made drring photmynthesis

p(rcess. It is interrelated because respiratim noeds 02 and gluome. The
plans need respiratiur for COr.

Summary Studett 6: Ntombizodwa J. (NJ)

It becomes clear that if we look at Table 4.3 that Ntombizodwa possibly has a problem

expressing herself clearly in the second language in which she is writing, since Unclear

Expressions occur in all her topics in the pre-concept mapping writings.
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4.2 Discussion of Results as ner Individual Ouestion

Learners constructs were analysed in relation to each essay question asked and by comparing

performance in the pre- and post-concept mapping uriting. Extracts from each learner's

udtlng are used to illustrate trends and shifts, and therefore the effect that the concept

mapping intervention had on the quality of the learners' writing.

I will focus on each of ttrc questions that I posed to the goup separately, highlighting overall

hends and shifts in their writings before and after the concept rnapping intervention

4.z.LOverall Performance on Ouestion One

(a) What do you understand by the term 'Organic Compounds ,.1

in the divisions of the ic Compounds.

In the prponcept mapping writing the quality is generally poor and exhibits poor planning

in that ideas are mixed up and appear to have been thrown together as information came to

mind about the topic under discussion.

Four out of six learners had between them a total of only 3 to 6 sentence constructs for

answering this question The remaining two learners had a total of 25 ad 28 sentences

constructs each respectively. These constructs were inadequate to effectively answer the

question
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However, a trend which stands out in their pre-concept mapping writing, is the incidence of

Irrelevant Information. All six learners had incidences of Irrelevant Information and Unclear

Expressions ofldeas.

For example, Ayanda (AIrI) : Out of atotal number of 6 constnrcts, had written 5 of them which

were categorised as Irrelevant Information

Organic Cunpormds:
. Organic Compounds are divided into macro and micro cunpound
o Micrecqnpounds: They are neoded in small quantities. They are large

compound Therefue they need to be catalzed eg Calcirrn, Sodium, Zinc"
o Macreorganic Cunpormd: They ue needed in large quantities eg

carbohydrates, prdeins, fats.
o Carbotrydrates they are monomers.

and Vuyokazi(YZ): Out of a total of 25 constructs focusing on the importance of water in the

body, hadT constructs caregorised as lrrelevant Information.

Organic Compormds:
o Water in our body play an imporant role.
o Water softens food.
o Water act as cleaning when it hrrn to faeces.
o Enrrymes are denatued.
. They (enzymes) work at low pH.
o Enzymes are Droteins .

ln contrast to the post-concept rnapping writing, the incidence of lrrelevant Information and

Unclear expressions ofldea within the whole goup was totally absent for this particular topic.

The post-concept maprping version ofall the learners'writings contained notably more constructs

which were categorised as Relevant and Correct Information to the topic, as compared to the

Pre-concept rnapping writing, where only two learners had constructs which contained Relevant

and Correct Information
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A comparison of pre- and post-concept mapping writing by Ayanda (AIII) illustrates this. The

scrip seen below is given verbatim as he wrote the topic in his pre+oncept mapping uniting.

He wrote:

Organic Compounds:
. Organic Cmrpounds are divided into macro and micro compornd-
o Microcompounds: They are needed in small quantities. They are large compound Therefore trey need to be caalzed

eg Calcium, Sodiurn, Zinc.
o Macrouganic Compormd: They are needed in large quatities eg carbotrydrateq proteins, frts.
. Carbohydrates th€y are monoln€f,s.

It is worth noting that the above piece of writing contains 6 constructs, of which 5 were

categorised as Irrelevant Information. In his post-concept mapping writing, out of a total of 15

consfiucts, Ayanda (AN) now had 14 constructs categorised as Relevant Information & Correct

Factual Recall as seen below:

Organic Cunpounds:
Re: Fats
o Fats contain the CHO.
o Fats consist of 3 fatty acid and I glycerol molecule.
o To test for stardr we use ether .

o And the result are grease substance in the filter paper

Re: Carbohydrates:
o Carbohydrates consist ofmonossacharide dissadlaride, Polyssacharide.
o Morossacharide eg Glucose, Galactose and frutose.
o Dissacharide has lactose and maltose and sucrose.
o Polypeptide has Stardt cellulose and Clycogen.
r To test for stardr we use Benedict Solutist .

o And the result are Orange precipiate..

Re: hotein
o Protein ccrsi$ of Dipeptide, tripeptide and polypeptide.
o To test for the presence of protein we usie Millm's reag€nl
o The result are bnick red precipitate.

Re: Vitamins
eg. Vitamin A B, C
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In contrast to his pre-concept mapping writing, this piece of writing is presented in a clear,

structured numner and the divisions of ttre organic compounds are shown clearly. In

additiorU the writing exhibits clarity in stnrctue and form. The above type of shift is

particularly conuil)nand applicable to the whole goup.

4.2.2 Summarv of Per{ormance on Ouestion One

In conclusiorl a significant improvernent was noted in learners' post-concept rnapping writing

on the topic of organic compounds. This improvement was.firs apparent in the increase in the

total number of constnrcts learners producd and secondly, it was apparent in the relevance of

the information and the correctness of the factual recall of information as relating to the question

set.

4.2.3 Overall Pedormance on Ouestion Two

(a) What do you understand by the term 'Transpiration'?
(b) Exptain how a plant's internal structural features and its external envitonmental

factons have an effect on the rate of transpiration.

This question required the student to define the term transpiration and to explain what the

internal and external factors are that would have an effect on the rate of transpiration.

Learners would then be required to explain how and under what condition(s) each factor

would promote or inhibit the rate of transpiration.
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This type of question fiom the Matriculation Biology Syllabus is typical. For example, in the

November 1997 Biology HG exam the following question regarding Trarspiration was

asked:

'Explain the influence of external factors on the transpiration rate of plants. "
[Nov 1997 WCED Biology HG Examl

The question which I have asked, required them to look at both factors (internal and

external).

Out of the group of six learners, 4 learners produced less than 10 sentence constructs in

answering this question in the pre-concept mapping phase, a.s shown in the following examples,

which appear short and fragmented.

eg Ntombizodwa (N) Pre concept mapping writing
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and Zoleka (ZluD: Pre concept mapping uniting
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Table 4.1 below shows the relative improvement in the writing of 4 learners under the category

Relevant Information & Conect Factral Recall. This improvement suggests that the concept

mapping intervention had a positive effect on learners' writing (and therefore learning).

Effect of Concept Mapping on Learner Writing - Transpiration

Name of Student Pre-CM writing Post-CM writing
5.Relevant

Information &
Correct Factual

Recall

5. Relevant
Information &
Correct Factual

Recall
6 20

Ayanda (AI\) ., l3
3 23

Zoleka (ZM) I t4
t2 23

Winterrme(WS) 5 l4
1E 23

Vuvolqzi (VZ) I t4

Table 4.1
Numbers in shaded areas represents total number of constructs in essay and numbers in
unstraded areas the number of consfucts identified per category.
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As can be seen in Table 4.1, the number of constructs categorised as Relevant Information &

Correct Factual Recall increased notably in their post+oncept mapping writing, as does the total

number of constructs.

The learners' post-concept rnapping uriting compared to their pre concept nrap,ping .rniting is

distinctly clearer, to the point, more structured and explanations are given for both scenarios that

can arise for each given factor, for example Znlek,a (ZM) had I constnrct out of a total of 3

categorised as Relevant Information & Correct Factual Recall in her pre-concept mapping

writing, as opposed to 14 out of23 constnrcts in her post<orrcept mapping writing below.

TnleY,a(ZM) Relevant Information & Correct Factual Recall

Transpiratim:
Re: External factors:
o Ternperahrre when it is oold day the rate of

transpiratim is low. When it is hot day the rate of
transpiration is high.

o Wind when wind blows the rate of transpiratiur is
high. Whar the day is no wind the rate of transpiration
is low.

. When it is light the rate of transpiratim is high. When
it is dark the rate of transpiration is lorv.

o When rryater in soil is little the rate of transpiration is
low. When lot of water the rate of transpiratim is
hich'

Re: lnternal factors:
o When cuticle is thick the rate of transpiratiqr is low.

When it is trin the rate of transpiration is high.
o Stomata when stomata are many the rate of

tanspiratiur is high. When stunata are sunken the
rate of transpiration is low.

o l-af ara: If dre leaf is small the rate of transpiratiqr
is low. If it is large the rate of transpiration is high.

The above shift in structure and form is evident for the whole group in their Post-concept

rnapping writings, exhibiting clarity of ideas and eryressions about the given factors.
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This improvement is found consistently in all the writings of the learners on the topic of

transpiration The form of the uriting appears to be well-sfucture4 clearly written with specific

paragraph discussions dealing with particular division headings. They stick to the topic and no

Irrelevant Information is contained within their discussions in their post-concept rnapping

writings.

4.2.4 Summarv of Per{ormance on Ouestion Two

In summary, on the topic oftranspiratiorU no Irrelevant Information was found in learners'

post-concept rnapping writing ard there were Inore Relevant Information and Correct Factual

Recall. The total number of constructs also notably increased in their post-concept mapping

writing on this topic.
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4.2.5 Overall Performance on Ouestion Three

Explain why Photosynthesis and Respiration can be regerded as 2 vital pmcesses to
life on earth and show how they arrc interrelated.

The nature of this question is such that it requires the student not merely to offer definitions

of the two processes; rather the student is required to bring together their understanding of the

two processes in such a way that the inter-relatedness should be explicitly shown.

The following categories will be discussed as trends, which presented themselves in the

answering of this question:

1. Recall Definition (Verbatim) vs Recall Definition (Own Explanation)

2. Interrelations

3. Relevant Information & Correct Factual recall

4. Unclear Expression ofldeas

1. Recall Definition (Verbatim) vs Recall Definition (Onvn Explanation)

The pre-concept rnapping responses are characterised by learners Recalling Definitions

Verbatim for the 2 processes, as is illustrated by the following learners ZnlekdZM) and

Eunice(EM). Tnleka (ZlvD : Out of a total of 22 constructs, 14 were categorised as Recall

Definition Verbatinu for example:
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Photosynthesis:
. Photcynthesis is the process by whidr drlophyll in green plants taps

radiant €n€rry frun the sut and transfmms it into demical enerry staed in
molecules of carbohydrates.

o Radiant en€rry is rery importalt . Changed into drernical potential en€rBt .

Stfred in organic fuel molecules e.g. carbotrydrates , glucme- Used during
cellula respiratim m strod becom€s fossil fuel. Also used in syntresis of
other organic oompounds eg Etranol. o;<ygen is released as a by product -

Oxygen is used by living organisms fu cellulrrespiratim.

Respiratiur:
o Is the gndual release of enerry in the form'of heat and ATP from €nerry.

Organic cornpounds which contain potential en€rry . Oxidised with release

of enerry in the form of ATP. Energr used in metabolic activities, Growth

cellula respiratim developmenl CO2 is released- Oxygen is used. Balance

bttween oxygen and carbur dioxide in the auncphere.

and Eunice(EM): Out of a total of I I constnrcts, 10 were categorised asRecall of Definition

(Verbatim):

Photosynthesis:
. Photosynthesis is important fq Radiant €n€rry.
o lt dranged into chemical potential en€rry and $ored in organic fuel

molecrrles like carbotrydrates and glucme.
o It serves as a natual souroe of food for man and animal.
o Carbqr dioxide absorbed enormdts amount of poisonous accordingly the

concentratim of carbon dioxide is kept cmstant
o Ox)€exr is released as by-product and used by living cganism for cellular

respiratiur.

Respiration:
o Organic cornpound wtrich contains potential €nerry is oxidised with the

release of enerry in the form of ATP .

. Energ used for metabolic activities growth/ cell work/ development.
o Release carbon dioxide and use oxygen.
. Retain balance between carbqr dioxide and oxygen in the atmosphere.

Both these writings show evidence of memorisation and rote learning. The information

appeared as if they have been reproduced from a text or classroom notes and is presented as if it

is the learners' own texts. There are no atternpt to paraplrase the information and use their own

words.
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In short, definitions are memorised and reproduced in their writings. There is also no attenpt to

relate the two processes, photosynthesis & respiration. There is no evidence that the information

has been processed and intemalised.

In the post-corrcept mapping writing, no definition tlpe recall answers are given and there is an

attenpt to define photosynthesis & respiration in the learners' own words. Five(5) learners in

the group explained photosynthesis & respiration in their own words, keeping the language

simple, clear and to the point.

This shift from'Verbatim Recall of Definitions' in the pre-concept mapping writing to ttre use

of 'own words' in the post-concept rnapping writing, can clearly be seen in the writing of Eunice

@M) who had l0 Recatl (Verbatim) Definitions in her pre-concept mapping writing, compared

to 6 Own Explanations (Definitions) in her post-concept mapping writing, as shown below.

Photosynthesis & Respiratim:
o Photosynthesis need the strn and takes place in the thylakodes of the leaf.

The sm has the radiant enerry whidr is dranged into chemical potential

eners' wtrich used to combine ADP and P to form ATP. Photosynthesis also

need COz and H2O to take place. Photosynthesis make the Oz and fte
Glucose.

. Respiratiql occur in the day and night. Respiratim it takes place in fte
mitochqrdrim in tre cell.

2. Interrelations

It is atso noted that both Eunice (EM and Ntombizodwa (NJ) who gave no interrelations in their

pre-concept rnapping writing, offer 5 and 8 Interrelations in their post-concept rnapping writing

respectively, eg. Eunice @M) writes the following in her post-corcept mapping uniting:
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Photosynthesis & Respiratim:
r Respiration it uses tre Q from tre Photcynthesis. Respiratim it uses tre

glucme frsn dre Photmynthesis. It tren smes it as enetry in tre frm of
ATP.

o Respiraticn then give offCarbur dioxide and the I{zO . The COz then can be

used by the Photmynthesis.

and Ntombizodwa (NI) wrote the following in her post concept mapping uniting :

Photmynthesis & Respiratim :

o Respiratiol oocur in the mitochqr&in of cells . Mitochondrion uses glume
frorn photmynthesis. Mitoc*rondrion uses the Q frorn the leafs. This they

use to make and give offenerry whidr is stued as ATP in cells
o Men need glucose from plans and 02. This was made drning phcosynthesis

process. lt is interrelated because respiratim needs Oz and glume. The
plants need respiration for COz.

These examples (EM & NJ's) show an attempt is made to use their own words. The language is

simple, but the clarity of the meaning is eviderpe of understanding. The learners have gone

beyond definitions and related the two processes explicitly.

For the rest of the group who offered Interrelations in ttrcir post+oncept mapping writings' I

would say that the nature of the constructs given is clearer and simpler. Learners used their own

words in the post-concept rnapping writings and gave less of a definition tlpe answer. For

example Vuyokazi (VZ) in her pre-concept mapping writing wrote:
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and in her post-concept mapping writing wrote:

Photosynthesis & Respiratim :

o (Respiratiur) lt uses the glucose frsn the photosynthesis and give CO: and

H2O. It also gives offenerry in the form of ATP.
o Plants make the glucme and the cell uses it fm urerry. Plant need fte CO2

from the cell. The cell need the Oz frqn the cell
o I ttrink these processes has an important role in planS and animds to

produce food and the other one to keak down whidr was made-

The same type of shift can also be seen for Zoleka(Ztvf):

In her pre-concept mapping uniting she wrote the following:

Photosynthesis:
o Photosynthesis and respiration they are interelated : both process the nature

of reactions are cyclic. Calvin cycle in photosynthesis. Krebs cycle in
cellular respiratiur.

o ATP fffimed in both prooesses.

o In both processes electrons are activated

compared with her post-concept mapping writing in which she wrote:

Photosynthesis &
. Respirati(n occurs in tre mitochondria The 02 from

photosynthesis is used by the process. Also the
monosaccharides from photosynthesis is used by the
prmess.

. '[hey are so interrelated \Afien the respiration gives off
the CO2 and the H2O so photosynthesis in the

thylakoids can used than again. Respiration also give

us and plants energ/.

It appears that the Interrelations in the post-concept mapping writings clearly show the type of

interrelations they wish to rnake, tsing clear constructs.

tn these exnmples above of pre- and post-concept mapping writings, there is much more clarity

in the postroncept mapping uriting. In the latter, the points are identifiable and relationships

are described. There is less difficulty with regard to control of language in the latter because the
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points are known The paragraph is concise in the latter, conpared to that produced before the

concept mapplng tntervention

3. Relevant Information

Note that in Table 4.2 below, under the category Relevant Inforrnation and C-orrect Factual

Recall, it would appear that no relevant information was offered by Eunice @M) and

Ntombizodwa(NJ). This is because in ttrc context, the natrne of the constnrcts which they

offered were such that they were rnore zuited to be categorised as Interrelations rather than

Relevant Inforrnation & Crrrect Factual Recall.

4.
Interrclations Name of

student

5.
Relevant Information

& Correct Factual
Recall

t2 t2
8 NI 0
t2 t2
5 EM 0

Table 4.2
Construct Identifi cation

Numbers in $aded arreas r€presents tcal number of constructs in essay and

ntmtbtrs in unstraded areas the nurnber of curstnrcts identified p€r category

Concept mapping trelped tlrcm to establish interrelations between the two processes. There are 8

and 5 constnrcts respectively to show this. Thus, conce,pt mapping not only helped them to

identifr the correct frctual information, but also aided them in seeing how concepts were related.

It may be that the increase in the number of 'Interrelationship constructs' is due to the way in

which the question was phrased. It specifically requested learners to relate the two processes.

However, the concept rnapping intervention allowed them to relate specific things.
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4. Unclear Expreuia! !f Idea

It is noted that 3 out of the 6 learners W 2 Unclear Erpressions each in their precorrcept

mapping uriting. No Urrclear Expressions are recorded in the post-concept mapping writing of

tte uirole group.

For example Ayanda (AI\t) in his pre concept rnapping writing wrote:

Photosynthesis & Respiratim :

. This t\ilo process as trey are takrng place frey provided Sqne important as

Source oflife.

ard Ntombimdwa (N) wrote:

Photosynthesis:
o Respiration furned quality of ettranol farns anergl
o Photosylthesis manufacturing of carbohydrates food and forms COz and

H2O in tre presence of ctrlorophyll using en€rry frun the sun and 02 is
lib€rated-

However in the post-concept mapping writings, no Unclear Expressions of Ideas were recorded

for the whole group.

4.2.6 Summaw of Overall Pedormance on Ouestion Three

In sumnrary, and with regard to the question on photosynthesis & respiration, there is a shift

from Verbatim Definitions to using their Own Words to explain and interrelate the two

processes. The number and quality of Interrelations increased in the post-concept mapping

writings. The total number ofconstnrcts also increased in the post-conce,pt rnapping uniting.
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4.3 Presentation and Analvsis of Overall Group Results

Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 below represent a quantification of the number of constructs produced

by each student for each ofthe essay topics.

Table 4.32 Pre Con tMa Writin Summa

Grey shaded area - denotes Total number of Constructs produced by leamer
Unshaded area - denotes Number of Constructs identified within specific category

Table 4.4 z Post Conce Ma ln Writin Summa
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In general there were fewer constructs that showed straightforward Recall of Verbatim

Definitions and slightly more consffucts showing Reformulating ofDefinitions.

There were rrpre constructs in learners' post-concept rnapping writings that suggest the ability

of learners to interrelate the concepts of photosynthesis & respiration There was a notable

increase in the number of constnrcts showing Correct Factual Recall of Relevant information by

all learners, particularly in the organic compounds and transpiration topics. There were also

notably fewer constnrcts showing lrrelevant Information ard Unclear expressions.
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4.4 Es3lggs

The following discussion will now attempt to draw together the findings in ternrs of the problem

statement and the specific research questions, which I set out to answer from the outset.

The data suggests that there was considerable improvement in learners' writing after the concept

mapping intervention This improvement was evident in the learners' ability to identifr and

recall relevant information, their ability to recall more inforrnation, ard their reduction of

reliance on mernorised facts and attempts to process the information learned.

Their understardlng of the information was also evident in ttrc way they related different

processes in the essay topics, especially on the topic of photosynthesis & respiration Their

ability to use language to describe these processes also improved. Table 4.5 below presents an

overall view on the differences in featrnes that were observed about the group's uriting before

ard after concept mapping:

Sum of rovements fiom Prq to

Table 4.5

Pte{IUWritins Pct-CM Writins
Majority of learners have few sentence
con$ructs.

Relative increase in number of
constructs.

Occurrence of lrrelevant Information
for topics (except for P&R).

Absence of lrrelevant Infornration
(except Transpirat io n).

Occurence of Unclear Expressbn of
Ideas for all topics.

No Unclear Eryression of ldeas.

Has Stnrcture , Form and Clarity in
presentation of ideas.

Lacks Stnrcture , Form and Clarity in
presentation of ideas.

Fewer Relevant I nfornration
constnrcts.

Higher incidence of Relevant
Information construots.
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4.5@
The benefits derived by English second language learners through using concept mapping, and

its effect on their writing, were identffied as follow:

(D The Organisational Value of Concept Mapping

karners admitted that in their pre-concept rnapping writing they did not write their answers

according to any particular plan. They just put down whatever came to mind, whatever they

could remember from memory. It would thus appear that the concept rnapping intervention also

proved to be useful in the planning and organisation of a piece of writing.

Table 4.6 below shows the value of concept rnapping with regard to planning before writing.

On the whole, learners appear to have grasped the value of this aspect, as shown by the

following responses.

An Acrcount for difference between PtG& Pmt{:lU writing
in terms of Planni4g.

In tre las topic (P&R) I write urly the ficts. I divide
phcrmynthesis and respiratian (discuss them
individually) ( Ayanda - AN)

I nd planning I just \ilrite.......
I'm ju* u/rite and then write withotrt undersanding
(what cunes to mind) (Ntunbizodwa - N)

In ffre first ore I r*as things wtridr was nd needed,
wtrich are nct necessary (Vuyokazi - VZ)

But in the securd qre I write them bdtr together as

they (P&R) are interrelated.
(Ayanda-AN)

I planned that ....
(Ntanbizodwa - NJ)

Table 4.6

In commenting onthe value of concept mapping, Ntombizodwa (NI) said that concept rnapping

helped her

"To plan how to write about that concepts. It helped me to write because you write
just what transpiration is all about. Because it has linking words and the focts and
you must then organise how to (not) write them all together"
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" Because first I without a concept map I did'nt plan my essay, I just write it
and by using concept mapping you must plan the essay."

ard Zoleka (ZM) said :

"Concept maps is better becatse firstly 1nu organise your ideas.

Youfirstly looking at the map and write essry by using these linking twrds. "

A natural consequence of concept rnapping is that you have to plan the stnrcture of your writing

with the main concepts and the constituents. Thus, concept mapping has intrinsic value as an

organisational tool.

(ii) Clarity . Stnrcture and Form of Writing

Table 4.7 below shows the responses of learners when probed about the characteristics of their

\^/riting, in terms of its stnrcture, clarity of ideas and form of writing, before and after Concept

rnapping training.

Pne<roncept mapping wrifing Pct-concept mepping urriting
Rc: Chritv. Structurc & Fom

In the firs urc I have mly write the points and I
di&r't, I did nd disorss thern.
In dre firS me (he{M) I nas nct writing very

clearly.(Ayanda -AN)

In Orc he{CM) writing it is nc clear and strrt and
ftere I just mix W (infrmatim)
(Eunicrc - EM)

B€fcr{Pre{M) it is $fit and nd clea. It is nct

sense (Zoleka-Wl)

The first pim is nd clearly .and no way of ,*riting
utrat I hara to say .

(Vuyiseka -VZ)

In the scand me I was nriting very cleanly and I
*.,ritirrg in pxrins as it is..
(Ayanda - Af$

In tre Pc{CM) it is clear and I u/rite in point form
(headings) and I finish write ever5,tring in the pd-
(Eunicrc - EM)

It is lmger. It is in gint fcm (frere ue headinS) (
Tlllelra-Zlild)

There are headings,...... and trey(sentarces) have

meaning (Vuyiseka 'VZ)

Table 4.7
Canparism between pr+ and post carcept mapping writinp - Re: Claritv. Structure and Fcrn of nrritines
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Table 4.7 confirms that learners, having drawn their concept maps, could see what needed to be

discussed (main concepts and their constituent concepts). Herrce, there were rnore relevant

content, because learners could clearly see which information was relevant to the discussion.

(iii) Relevant Information

Flaving to draw the concept map before they could write the essay had a significant ef[ect on tlrc

learners' post-corrcept mapping writing, since they had to unpack the constituent relevant

concepts and discard those not applicabte to the topic which they had to discuss. All the

concepts that could then be seen on the map could be discussed in detail. Hence, the more

constituents, the more content ard rnore relevant inforrnation

This is evidenced by the high incidence of relevant information which appeared in the post-

concept rnapping writings conrpared to the high incidences of irrelevant information in their

pre-concept mapping writings.

Vuyokazi (V4 sums up this aspect when she explains how concept nrapping helped her to focus

on aspects which were relevant to wtrat she had to write

"It helped me to understand .--- clearly and to write an essoy without ---..

things that are not necessary and writing that what the question is asking to
do."

(rg OwnExplanations

Often, wtren a person reproduces information from a text verbatfun, it rnay be a sign that the

person has not undersood the information and has therefore not processed it to internalise and

make it their own
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Compared to the pre-concept rnapping writings, where 4 out of the 6 of the learners offered

Verbatim Definitions of photosynthesis & respiration, 5 out ofthe 6 learners offered definitions

in their own words (Recall Definitions - Own Erplanations) in their post-concept mapping

writings. Although the uriting is not highly sophisticatd the attempt to paraphrase the

definitions shows that uderstanding has taken place.

Some learners accounted for this by saying that concept rnapping helped them to understand the

concepts better and ttrcy were able to erylain (define) the concepts in their own words. Concept

rnapping in itself requires the rnapper to trnpack the constituents of the main concept, and this in

itself cannot occur ifthe mapper does not understand the constituent aspects, which make up the

main concept. Thus, the process of constructing a concept map provides the learner with a

framework of hiVtrer own desigrl within which he/stre can make sense ofthe concepts.

(v) Interrelations

The incidence of interrelations present in the post<oncept rnapping uriting shows that the links

had to have been made before writing. The fact tlrat Interrelations were expressed in their own

words also shows a measure ofunderstanding.

(vi) l^aneuage Usage

The level of language proficiency ofthese learners is very low, as can be seen from the extracts,

particularly extracts from the pre<oncept mapping writing. Comparatively, the post-concept

mapping uritings shows some degree of improvement in the way they use language to express

and relate concepts.

v)
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In summary, the nature ofthe benefits derived by the learners were such that concept mapping:

enhanced their ability to organise, inter-relate and select relevant information; improved the

form and structure of their uritings leading to clarity of expression; since learners need to

urderstand the concepts before they can map, it led to an increase in the occurance of concepts

explained in learners' own words. A feature in this study is that it appears that concept rnapping

also contributed to an improvement in language usage ofthe learner.
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Chapter 5
Outcome Ovenriew and Further Research

My experience with matriculation learners is that they me seldom able to write concise and

coherent descriptions of their understanding, ffi h required by the biology syllabus.

Tlpically, their uniting exhibits poor language usage, poor structrne of ideas, and they

appear to recall information verbatirn, about aspects of the question without integrating

concepts, especially whenthey have to show inter-dependency benrreen concepts.

This study set out to investigate if concept rnapping as a teaching tool can be fruitfully

utilised as a means of improving 'pupil learning', (i.e. constructing new and meaningful

relationships between concepts). And does this 'improved learning' help learners to

generate conceptually meaningful written descriptions, and if this is so, specifically,

"In what wa-ys do English Second Longuage learners, sudying Biologt ot l-agm1n

Finishing School, skilled in the use concept mapping, improve the form and meaning of

their writing to show their understanding of organic compowtds, transpiration,

photosynthesis and respiration? "

In summary, the following benefits in using concept rnapping by English Second

Language learners in this study are therefore identified as follows:

l. Concept rnapping has value in improving learners' ability to organise information

2. Concept rnapping improves clarity, structure and form of writing.

3. Concept rnapping leads to higher inclusion of relevant information in expression.
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4. Concept mapping enables learners to offer definitions in their own words.

5. Concept rnapping enhances learners' ability to see and present inter-relations.

6. Concept rnapping leads to an improvement in language usage.

Ih light of the above, concept rnapping can be se€n as a heuristic tool which has excellent

worttu especially in schools where leamers have to express themselves in a second or

third language, since it does not rely heavily on articulate grammatical expressions,

which the teacher must then read and attempt to understand. It also stimulates the student

to understand the relationships between ideas by creating a visual map of the connections,

enabling the learner and teacher as Novak and Gowin (1984:40) state:

"to tap into the learner's cognitive structure, externalisingfor bothteacher and learner

to see, what the learner already lo7ows."

and enabling the learner to

"connect new ideas to btowledge that they already have and to organise ideas in a

logical, but not necessarily rigid structure that allows for future information to be

included."

Against the backdrop of modern learning theory and the deficiencies experienced by

learners who are required to write essays or express themselves adequately in a second or

third language under examination conditions, it could be valuable and significant to

expand research in the field of science writing using the concept mapping heuristic as a
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start, but not as a final solution to addressrng the '\rriting problem". As Novak and

Gowin (1984:40) state so succinctly, they

"do not claim that a concept map is a complete representation of the relevant concepts

and propositions the learner lmows, but we do claim that it is atwrkable approximation,

from which both learner and teacher can consciously and deliberately expand and move

forward."
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Appendix B

Pre Concept-Mapping
Writing Analysis
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"PreCMW
Feature

L Alternate Conception/
Alternate Explanation

2. Recall ofDefinitions
(Verbatim)

Transpiration:
o Transpiration is the loss of water in a form of water vaPoru in the aerial

porty of the leaf.

Photosynthesis:
o Photosynthesis is the absorption of radiant ener$I from the sun converted

into chemical energy and they are stored in the form of starch.

o Respiration is the convetion of starch to chemical where by oxygen is

needed in this process.

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

4. Interrelations of Concepts

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall

Transpiration:
o Size of the leaf. the loss of water in the leaf is dertimin by the size of the

leaf.
. Light . too much light causes a great loss of water by the plant.

Photosynthesis
o In the process of photosynthesis oxygen is given ofr.

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT InCorrect
Factual Recall.

Transpiration:
o Stomata during the process of photosynthesis control the rate of water

potential.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Organic Compounds:
. Organic Compounds are divided into macro and micro compound'
o Microrcompounds: They are needed in small quantities. They are large

compound Therefore they need to be catalzed eg Calcium, Sodiuru Zinc.
o Macro-organic Compound: They are needed in large quatities eg

carbohydrates, proteins, fats.
. Carbohydrates they iue monomers.

8.Unclear Expression of Idea. Photosynthesis & Respiration:
o This two process as they are taking place they provided Some important as

Source of life.

9. Term/ Concept used
incorrectly

Transpiration:
o Stomata during the process of photosynthesis control the rate of water

potential.
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Zoleke " Pre CM
Feature

l. Alternate Conception/
Alternate Explanatioq

2. Recall ofDefinitions
(Verbatim)

Transpiration:
. transpiration is the lose of water in the form of water vapour thrcugh the

aerid parts of the Plant.

Photosynthesis:
o Photosynthesis is the process by which ctrlophyll in green plants traps

radiant energy from the sun and transforms it into chemical energt Sored

in molecules of carbohYdrates'
o Radiant enerry is very important . Changed into chemical potential ener$/ .

Stored in organic fuel molecules eg carbohydrates, glucose. Used during

cellular respiration or stored becomes fossil fuel. Also used in synthesis of
other organic compounds eg Ethanol. Oxygen is released as a by product .

Oxygen is used by living organisms for cellular respiration.

Respiration:
o Is the gradual release of enerry in the form of heat and ATP from energi.

Organic compounds which contain potential energy . Oxidised with rclease

of energy in the form of ATP. Energt used in metabolic activities . Growth

cellular respiration development. COz is released. Oxygen is used. Balance

between oxygen and carbon dioxide in the atmospherc.

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

4. lnterrelations of Concepts Photosynthesis:
o Photosynthesis and respiration they are interelated : both process the nature

of reactions are cyclic. Calvin cycle in photosynthesis. Krebs cycle in
cellular respiration.

o ATP formed in both processes.

o In both processes electrons are activated.

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall

Transpiration:
o External factors an effect the rate of transpiration (l) Temperature

(2) Humidity) (3) Wind (4) Radiation (No elaboration)

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT lnCorrect
Factual Recall.

Transpiration:
o Internal factors an efrect on the rate oftranspiration (l) lrafsize

(3) Epidermal hairs ( No elaboration)

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

8. Unclear Expression of Idea. Organic Compound:
. Organic iompounds are the living org;anisms eg plants, anirnals, grass.
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Compounds ahvays trYice zuch as hydrogen and oxygen.a

9. Term/ ConcePt used

inCorrectly.
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Winterrose ' Pre CM Wr

Feature ['.rlmnlpc

l. Alternate Conception/
Alternate Explanation

Photosynthesis:
o So in respiration Oz is usred to grve strcngth. The strength that we have is

66ming from the air that is, it gives enerB/.

2. RecallofDefinitions
(Verbatim)

Transpiration:
o Transpiration is the loss of water in the plant in the form of water vapour

through all the aerid parts of the plans.

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

4. Interrelations of Concepts Photosynthesis & Respiration :

o As we breath in fresh air i.e oxygen This air is the one which is givcn offby
plants in the process of photosynthesis.

o So these processes are vital to life on earth because there can be no plant on

earth we cannot survive.
. They are interclatedbecause each process help one another to survive.
o This oxygen which is produced by the plant it can be used by human.

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall.

Organic Compounds:
Re:Proteins
o Amino acids are the building blocks of Proteins.
o The food that we find proteins are : Meat Egg.
o The elements that we find in proteins are : Carbon, hydrogerl orygen"

Phosphorus, Sulphur, Nitrogen.
o Test for protein we use Millon's rcagent solution and then a brick'red

precipitate shows the presence .

Re: Fats
o The building materials of Fatty acids and Glycerol
. They are insoluble in water.
o They are soluble in ether

Re: Carbohydrates
o It is divided into three saccharides, Monosaccharides, Disaccharides,

Polysaccharides.
o Monosaccharides are simple zugar which are soluble in water mainly,

Fructose, Galactose.
o Disaccharides are many sugar : Sucrose, Lactose
. Polysaccharides are Starch, Cellulose.
o When we test for starch we use Iodine solution. Then the blue black colour

shows the presence of starch.

Transpiration:
Re: External Factors:
o Temperature: If there is high temperatue the transpiration rate increases
. Light: If there is light transpiration rate increases When photorynthesis

takes place.
o Humidity: [f there is humid air transpiration rate decreascs.

B4
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Re: Internd Factors:
a Size of the leaved planS: Transpiration rate must happen in a large srface

Where it can photosynthesize + That will increase the rate of transpiration.

Cuticle / tuirs : Hain prevents the leave during the wind frrom lmsing to

much water.

a

Photosynthesis
o We all know that it takes place in the leaves of a plant and il take patt in

chloroplast
. During the process of photoqrnthesis CO2 is absorbed from the air so that it

can be used by the Plant.

Re:Respiration
o In respiration all carbohydrates are broken down so that the body can

function easily.

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT Incorrect
Factual Recall.

Organic Compounds:
o Cellulose we mostly found in animals in mitochondria

r Cellulose we mostly found in animals in mitochondria

o Monosaccharides are Sucrose.

. Disaccharides are Galactose.

Transpiration:
o Wind: If there is too much wind transpiration rate decreases.

o water availability: If there is too much water in the leaves transpiration rate

increases because ofwater Vapour.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Organic Compounds:
Re: Water Functions
o It acts as a solvent.
o It is hydrolysis
r It helps the food to pass through oesophagus easily
o It is a useful zubstance in all living things.

Transpiration:
Re: External factors:
o Sunken Stomata: ( A discussion on the stomatal Mechanism of Opening.)

of thea

8. Unclear Expression of Idea Organic Compounds:
o Biological compound is to know What is needed by Animals and by plant in

their body./ living things.
. Light can also make organic compound.

Transpiration:
Re: Internal factors:
o It depends on what ffis of the plant tmnspiration will occurs. It does'nt

occur ifthe shape ofthe leaves ofa plant is not necessary for
photosynthesis.

9. Term / Concept used
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Eunice " Pre CM
Feature

1. AlternateConception/
Alternate Explanation

2. Recall of Definitions
(Verbatim)

Orgianic Compounds:
o Organic compounds are all contain carbon atom and they arc usually made

in living organism.

Photosynthesis:
o Photoqynthesis is important for Radiant enerE/.
o It changed into chemical potential enerry and stored in organic fuel

molecules like cartohydrates and glucose.

o It serves as a natural source of food for man and animal.
o Carton dioxide absorbed enonnous amount ofpoisonous accordingly the

concentration of cafion dioxide is kept oonstant.
. Orygen is released as by-product and nsed by living organism for cellular

respiration.

Respiration:
o Organic compound which contains potential enerry is oxidised with the

release of enerry in the form of ATP .

. Enerry used for metabolic activities grourtlr/ cell worU dwelopment.
o Release carbon dioxide and use oxygen.
o Retain balance between carbon dioxide and oxygen in the atmosphere.

Trmspiration:
It is the loss of water vapour from a plant.

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

4. Interrelations of Concepts

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT InCorrect
Factual Recall.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Organic Compounds
. They occur naturally in our environment.
. They are broken down by process called hydrolysis.

Transpiration:
o There are 3 tlpes of Transpiration Stomatal Transpiration from stomata

and Cuticular transpiration from curticle Lenticnlar transpiration from
lenticule in &e bark.

o Transpiration cause HzO to move up the stem.
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. Caus€ suction pull oftranspiration.

. Help to cool the plant by evaporation of the water,

8. Unclear Expression of Idea.

9. Terms / Concepts used

inconectly

Organic Compounds:
. Organic compounds are Nitrogen, Catton, hydrogen, Oxygen, Phosphorus,

and Sodium.
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'Pre CM
Feature Eramples

l. Alternate Conception/
Alternate Explanation

2. Recall ofDefinitions
(Verbatim)

Organic Compounds:
o There are Three qpes of Caftohydrates. Monosaccharides, Disaccharides,

Polysaccharide.

3'. Definition
(Own Explanation)

Transpiration:
o I understand that it is a movement of HzO thru the aerial parts of a plant

through Stomata.

4. Interrelations of Concepts Photosynthesis:
o Photorynthesis is the process of nfe if it was not yet we would not survive. I

think it is very important to keep thing of nanual resource in right way like
plans and soil because we depend on them to breath at same time palnt
depend on us.

o If photosynthesis is produced 6CO H2O ) Oz the Respiration is doing the

opposite of that if each of them is not yet it cant survive only both of them

are interconnected.
o The COz which we breath (out) is needed by the plant to survive this tells us

that these kind of process between man and plant there is a huge

relationship.

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall

Organic Compounds:
. Organic compound has C:H:O.
o Food contain Carbohydrate: Potatoes, Bread, Rice.
. ... ...test for Starch we put iodine in Starch.
o the colour of Iodine is brown if it contains (starch) it will turn blue black.
. ...... test for fats is ether reagent .

o if they contain fas it will turn / stain in paper.
. . . . .. Millions reagent are to test for protein.
o if the substance turn into brick red it has protein.
. Polysaccharide ... .cellulose Starch

Transpiration:
Re: Internal Factors:
o Temperature: when temperahue is right climate the transpiration will

increase.

Photosynthesis & Respiration :

. Respiration does not need light and can made in dark and light.

. Oxygen is produced during photosynthesis .......
r Photosynthesis as made during light if there was no light it cannot made

because it require light.

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT InCorrect
Factual Recall.

Organic Compounds:
o Monosaccharides is (l) Glucose (2) Lactose (3) Sucrose
o Glucose + Fructose ) Galactose
o Glucose + Latose I Sucrose
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Transpiration:
o In transpiration there are three types of transpiration. Root pressure.

Cappillary. Suction force.

Re: lnternal factors:
o When Wind is blow rate of transpiration will decrease.
. Light. when there is light bright transpiration will decrease.
. Humidity : when there is too much air transpiration will incrcase

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Org;anic Compounds:
o Water in our body play an important role.
o Water softens food.
o Water act as cleaning when itfurn to faeces.
o En4rmes are denatured .

o They (enrymes) work at low pH.
o Enzymes are proteins .

Re: Ercernal Factors:
. Shape ofplant
. Size of a plant
. (A discnssion on the mechanism of stomatal fiurction)

8. Unclear Expression of Idea. Organic Compounds:
o Temperature acts at37o C in our body

Photosynthesis & Respiration :

o The ne)d thing is some all things a like enzymes cilorophyll very
important.

o Photosynthesis in other way is source of life and respiration.

9. Term / concept used
incorrectly.

Transpiration:
Re: Internal Factors:
. Humidity : when there is too much air transpiration will increase

B10
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Ntombizodwa 'Pre CM W
Feature

l. Alternate Conception/
Alternate Explanation

2. Recall ofDefinitions
(Verbatim)

Transpiration:
o Transpiration is the lose of water in the form of water vapour to the aerial

part of the plant.

Photosynthesis:
o Respiration is the gradual release of energy from glucose in the cells and

the storage of enerry in the form of ATP.

3. Definition
(Onvn Explanation)

Photosynthesis:
. .. . .. . photosynthesis is for food forrration and Respiration is for cell

division and growttt.
o Photosynthesis liberate Oxygen to atrnosphere.

4. Interrelations of Concepts

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall

Photosynthesis & Respiration

. Photosynthesis prwent the sufiacation it uses COz

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT InCorrect
Factual Recall.

Organic Compounds:
o The element tlut are found in organic compound are Nitrogen, carbn

dioxide, phosphorus and Sodium.

Photosynthesis & Respiration:
o Respiration liberate COz and Oxygen is formed.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Organic Compounds:
o In inorganic compounds do not usually contain carbon atoms and they

occur naturally in our environment eg. Water Salt and Carbon dioxide.

8. Unclear Expression of Idea. Organic Compounds:
o The living organism compose of human and animal life and the dead

organism compose of plant and all things which did not live.
o Organic Compound are compound that found in living organism and dead

organism/ non-living organism.

Transpiration:
o The internal factors oftranspiration causes the suction pull oftranspiration.
o The external factors: When the plant have lose water the leaves and flower

were follen and the plant death.
o Cuticular helps plant to loose not to much water.
o Lenticular transpiration help the plant to breathe.

Photosynthesis:
o Respiration formed quality of ethanol forms energy
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liberated.

formsand andfood COzof caftohydratesmanufacturingPhotoqrnthesis
tsthefrom sun and o,of enersithem usingchlorophyllHzO presence

9. Term/ Concept used

inconectly.
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g CM
Feature

Alternate ConcePtiorl
Alternate ExPlanation

I

Organic ComPound:
o organic compound is the compound th,at contains the elements carbon,

Hydrogen and OxYgen.
. org*i. compounds contains the following fats carbohydrates vitamins

and Proteins. all the this compound has C'H'O'

2. Recall ofDefinitions
(Verbatim)

Photosynthesis & ReEPiration :

oThisprooessne"atsrtt,Light,H2OandCOz'ThesuncomeinRadiant
energy. All the substances are-needed to convert radiant eners/ to chemical

.n.r[. The chemical enerry is used to combine ADp + P to form rhe

zuUsfince ATP found in thJmolecule of Glucose in the leaf. Photosynthesis

also Give offthe 02 from the leaf'

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

Photosynthesis & ResPiration:
. Rispiration also needs the ATP in the Glucose. Respiration also needs the

oz in the mitochondrion. It need to make this substance to make the enerS;

in the cell as stored ATP.

o Respiration also give offH2O and the COz which Photoqynthesis can use.

4. Interrelations of ConcePts

Organic Compounds:
Re: Fas
o Fats contain the CHO.
o Fats consist of3 fatty acid and I glycerol molecule'

o To test for starch we use ether .

o And the result are Srease substance in the filter paper

Re: Carbohydrates:
o Carbohydrates consist of monossacharide, dissacharide, Polyssacharide

o Monossacharide eg Glucose, Galacose and frutose'

o Dissacharide has lactose and maltose and sucrose'

o Polypeptide has Starch cellulose and Glycogen'

o To test for starch we use Benedict Solution '

o And the result sre Orange precipitate..

Re:Protein
o Protein consist of Dipeptide, tripeptide and polpeptide'

o To test for the presence of protein we use Millon's reagent'

o The result are brick red precipiute.

Re:Vitamins
. eE. Vitamin A, B, C

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall

E1
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cuticle : The transpiration is determine by the size of the cuticle. tf the

cuticle is thick the rate of transpiration is low. While is thin the rate of

transpiration is high.

Stomata: few stomata or Sunken stomata reduce the rate of transpiration'

While there is many Stomata the rate of transpiration is high'

Leaf area: When the leaf area is large there is an excess loss of water.

While the leaf area is small there is low transpiration rate'

teaf arrangement:There the transpiration is determinedby the arrangment

or the shape of the leaf.

Re: Internal factors:
o Temperature: When the temperature is high the rate of transpiration is

high. But when is cold the rate of transpiration is low'

. tilnt: When there is no lightthe rate of transpiration is low. And if there is

light there is high transpiration rate'

. wind: when there is high wind blowing there is high loss of water and if
there is low wind there is low transpiration.

Photosynthesis & ResPiration:
. Th; photosynthesis take place in the chloroplast and the respiration take

place in the day and night in the mitochondrion.

Re: External factors:
a

a

a

a

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT InCorrect
FactualRecall.

7. lrrelevant Information to
Topic.

8. Unclear Expression of Idea.

Transpiration:
o Root hairs prevent the lost of water during the wind. and if there arc no

hairs the leaf may loose water.

o Humidity: when there is high water potential in the air the rate of

transpiration is low.
. HzO Avail: If the water potential is high in the soil the rate of transpiration

increase. And if there is low water potential the rate of transpiration is low.

9. Term / Concept used

Incorrectly.
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Zolelra(ZM) 6 Post CM Writine
Feeture

l. Alternate Conception/
Alternate Explanation

2. Recall ofDefinitions
(Verbatim)

Orgianic Compouttds:
o Organic compounds are the srbsance usu,ally

contains CHO. Org;anic compounds consists of
proteirL Vitamins, fats and Carbohydrates.

3. Definition
(Onvn Explanation)

Photosynthesis & Respiration:
o Photosynthesis is a prccess which needs light from

the sun, HzO from the roots and COz from outside.

Photosyr-rthesis all combine this substances to form Or

and to form starch.

4. Interrelations of Concepts Photosynthesis & Respiration :

o Respiration (rccurs in the mitochondria. The Oz from
photosynthesis is used by the proces. Also the

monosaccharides from photosynthesis is used by the

process.
. They are so interrelated when the respiration gives

offthe COz and the HzO so photosynthesis in the

thylakoids can used them again. Respiration also give

us and plans enerry.

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall

Organic Compounds:

Re:Proteins
o Proteins contains of CHONPS.
o Proteins are made of 50 Amino acid.
o Tests for protein Millons reagent.

o The result is Brick red precipitate.

Re:Vitamins
o Vitamins contain CHO.
o The examples of vitamins A, B and C.

Re:Fats
o Fats contain CHO.
o Fats are made of Glycerol and 3 fatty acid.

o Test for fats Ether.
o The result is glease mark.

Re: Carbohydrates
o Carbohydrates contain CHO.
o Carbohydrates consists of Monosaccharide,

Disaccharide and Polysaccharide.
o E:ramples of Monosaccharide glucose, Fructose,

galactose.
r Test for glucose Benedict solution and fehlings A and

B

E3
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The resrlts Orange red

Examples of Disaccharide sucrose, mdtosc , lactos€'

Examples of Polysaccharide sarch' Ccllulose,

Glycogen.
Test for starch is Ioden solution.

The resuls is Blue black.

Transpiration:
Re: Externd factors:
o Temperature when it is cold day the rate of

transpiration is low' When it is hot day the rate of

transpiration is high.
o Wind when wind blows the rate of transpiration is

high. When the day is no wind the rate of

uanspiration is low.
o When it is light the rate of transpiration is high'

When it is dark the rate of transpiration is low'

o When water in soil is little the rate of transpiration is

low. When lot of water the rate of transpiration is

high.

Re: Internal factors:
o When cuticle is thick the rat eof transpiration is low'

When it is thin the rate of transpiration is high'

o Stomata when stomata are many the rate of
transpiration is high. When stomata are nrnken the

rate of transPiration is low.

. Leaf area: If the leaf is small the rate of transpiration

is low. lf it is large the rate of transpiration is high'

Photosynthesis & ResPiration
o Photosynthesis takes place in plans.

a

a

a

a

a

a takes in all cells.

Transpiration:
o Humidity : When it is cold the rate of transpiration is

low.
o Arrangement of leaves: When leaves are opposite the

rate of transPiration is high.

o Hair: if is surrounded by grrard cell the rate of
transpiration is high.

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT InConect
Factual Recall.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Transpiration:
o Arrangement of leaves: When leaves are op,posite the

rate of transPiration is high.

8. Unclear Expression of Idea.
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9. Term / Concept used Incorrectly. Organic ComPounds
o Amino acids consiss of Dipeptide bonde and

polypeptide bond.

Transpiration:
Re: Humidity : when it is cold the rate of transpiration is

Low.
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Winterose " Post CM
Feature

l. AlternateConception/
Alternate Explanation

Organic Compounds:
o Organic Compourds are zubstance which always contain CarborU Hydrogen

and Oxygen elements.

Transpiration:
. Transpiration: It is the loss of water in the form of water vapour through

the aerial parts of the leaf i.e rnainly in stornata.

Photosynthesis & ResPiration:
o Photos),nthesis is the making of Carbohydrate fum the raw materials COz

and and H2O using chlorophyl molecule '

o the formula:- CO2 + 6H2O t sunlight, chlorophyll, Enzymes ) CeHzOe +

60,z.

2. Recall ofDefinitions
(Verbatim)

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

4. Interrelations of Concepts

Organic Compounds:
e The organic compounds have four examples or consist of namely : FaS,

Proteins, Vitamins, and Carbohydrates.

Re:Fats.
o Fats contain carborL hydrogen and oxygen.

o Fats are made up of 3 fatty acids and glycerol'

o For test of the presence of fats we use ether.

r If the fats are present the results will be grease mark in a filter paper

Re:Proteins
. Proteins contains CARBON, I{YDROGEN, OXYGEN, MIROGEN'

SLTLPHER and also PHOSPHORUS--
o Proteins are made up of amino acids.

o The amino acids are divided into Dipeptide, Tripeptide Pollpeptide'

o Test for protein we use Million's Reagent.

. If proteins are present the results will be Brick Red precipitate'

Re:Vitamins
. Vitamins contain carbon , hydrogen and oxygen.

o Examples of vitamins are Vit A , Vit B, Vit C, Vil D'

Re: Carbohydrates:
. They contain carbon , hydrogen and oxygen.

Dissacharides anda consists of

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall
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Polyssacharide.

Examples of dissacharides are : Sucrose, Maltose and Lactose'

Examples of Polyssacharides are : starctr, ccllulose and Glycogen.

To test for the presenoe of starch use lodine solution'

If it is present the resrls will be Blue'Black.

Transpiration:
Re: Internd factors:
o Stomata: The stomata is divided into few stomata which decrease the rate of

transpiration. Sunken stomata also decreases the rate of transpiration.

. Cuticle have two different layers. The thick and the thin cuticle. Thick

cuticle have low transpiration rate and Thin cuticle have high tnrnspiration

rate.
o Leaf area: The small leaf have a low transpiration rate. The large leaf have

a high tmnspiration rate.

Re: External factors:
o Light: It have a high rate of transpiration
o Temperature: High temperahre have high transpiration rate' Low

temperatue have a low transpiration rate.

o Humidity: Wet air have a low transpiration rate. Dry air have a high

transpiration rate.
. Wind: It have a high transpiration rate.

o Water availability: Little water the transpiration rate is high. Lots of water

the transpiration rate is low.

Photosynthesis & Respiration :

o Photosynthesis occurs in the thylakoid in ctrloroplast. It need sun. The zun

have radiant energy. The radiant enerry is changed to chemical Potential

energy.
- It splits water into Hz and Oz.
- It gives offoxygen
- It uses carbon dioxide.

Re: Respiration:
o Respiration (rccurs inside the cell in mitochondria.
o It occurs during Day and Night.
o Energy is stored as ATP molecule.
. Oxygen is used in Respiration.

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT InConect
Factual Recall.

Photosynthesis & Respiration :

Re:Respiration:
o Carbon dioxide is given offand water is used.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

8. Unclear Expression of Idea.

9. Term / Concept used
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Eunice s Post CM W
Feature

l. Alternate ConcePtion/
Alternate ExPlanation

2. Recall ofDefinitions
(Verbatim)

Organic ComPounds:
. organic compounds are compounds which consisrs of carton, Hydrogen

"r,io*yg.n. 
And it is divided into four, Fats, proteiq cartohydrared and

Vitamins.

Transpiration:
. r'ranspiration is the loss of water in the form of water vapour tfuough the

aerial Parts of a Plant.

3. Definition
(Onvn Explanation)

Photoqynthesis & ResPiration :

o Photosynthesis need the sun and takes place in the thylakodes of the leaf'

Thesunhastheradiantenergywhichischangedintochemicalpotential
enerry which used to combine ADP and P to form ATP. Photosynthesis

atsoieea COz and HzO to Uke place. Photosynthesis make the Oz and the

Glucose.
r Respiration occur in the day and night. Respiration it takes place in the

mitochondrion in the cell.

4. Interrelations of Concepts Photosynthesis & ResPiration:
. Respiration it uses the Oz from the Photosynthesis. Respiration it uses the

gtucose from the Photosynthesis. It then stores it as eners/ in the form of
ATP.

. Respiration then give off Carbon dioxide and the HzO . The COz then can

be used by the PhotosYnthesis.

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall

Organic Compounds:
Re:Fats
o Fats contain Carbon, Hydrogen and Oxygen.

o Fats consists of I Glycerol and 3 fatty acids.

o For test of fats we use Ether.

. Results there will be Grease Mark that show fat is present'

Re:Proteins
. Proteins contain CHON.
o Proteins are made of Amino-Acids.
. Amino-acids is divided into Dipeptide, Tripeptide and Polypeptide.

o We use Millon reagent for test Present of protein.

o Results, colour change into brick-red. It shows us there is a present of
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Re: Carbohydrates
. Carbohydrates contain CHO.
. carbohydrates is divided into Monosacharides, Disacharides and

Polysacharides.
o Examples of Monosacharides is Glucose, Fructose, Galactose'

o Examplc of Disacharides is Sucrose, Maltose, lactose'
o We use Felhings A & B and Benedicts solution for test the present of

Starch.
o Rezults Orurge Red.

Re:Vitamins
. Vitamins contain CHO.
o E:<amples of Vitamins is Vitamin A' and B

Transpiration:
Re: Internal factors:
o cuticle: If cuticle is thin Transpiration rate increases. [f cuticle is thick

transpiration rate decrease.

o Stomata: When stornata open Transpiration fast. When stomata closed

transpiration slow.
o I-eaf arrangement: When the leaves are vertical Uanspiration increase. Whe

the leaves rossette shape transpiration decrease.

. Leaf Area: When leaves are small decrease transpiration. When the leaves

are large increase transpiration.

: Re: External factors:
o Wind: When the wind blow transpiration rate increase. No wind

transpiration rate decrease.

o Temperature: When it is hot transpiration rate increase. When it's cold

tmnspiration rate decrease.
. Humidity: When air surround the leaves lots of water transpiration rate

decrease. When the air is dry transpiration rate increase.

. HzO in the soil: When little water transpiration rate decrease. When it is
lots of water transpiration rate increase.

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT InCorrect
FactualRecall.

Transpiration:
Re: External factors
o Light : When stornata open rate of transpiration can be quicker. When

stomata closed rate of transpiration can be slow.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

8. Unclear Expression of Idea.

9. Term / Concept used
Inconectly.
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- "Post - CM

l. Alternate ConcePtion/
Alternate Explanation

Organic Compounds:
. organic compound are biological compound which contain c, tL o.

Examples of organic compound carbohydrates, Protein, vitamin and Fas.

2. Recall ofDefinitions
(Verbatim)

Transpiration:
o It is the loosing offHzO thru the leaves by Stomata.

Photosynthesis & ResPiration:
o Photosynthesis needs light , CO2, H2O , Chlorophyll. Photosynthesis occurs

in Thylakoids in chloroplast. Photosynthesis uses co2 + water + Light +

Enzymes to make glucose in leaves.

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

Photosynthesis & Respiration :

o @espiration) It uses the glucose from the photosynthesis and give coz and

H2O. It also gives off energ5r in the form of ATP.

. PlanS make the glucose and the cell uses it for energy. Plant need the COz

from the cell. The cell need the Oz from the cell.
o I think these processes has an important role in plants and animals to

produce food and the other one to break down which was made'

4. Interrelations of Concepts

Organic Compounds:
Re: Fas
o Fats are made up of fatty acids and glycerol
o Tests for fats we use ether.
o The result of ether will be grease stain.

Re: Proteins
o Proteins can be amino acids
. Amino acids are divided into Polypeptides and amino acids.

o Test for proteins we use Millon's reagent.

o The results will be brick red.

Re: Carbohydrates
. Cartrohydrates divided into Monosaccharides, Disaccharides

Polysaccharides.

Monosachharide examples is one sugar eg Glucose.

Test for glucose is Fehling's A ald Fehling's B or Benedicts solution.

The rezult will be Orange Red.

Disaccharides have examples Maltose and Lactose.

Polysaccharides have examples Glycogen, Cellulose, Starch'

Test for starch is Iodine

Re:Vitamins
. Examples od vitamins A & D etc.

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall
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Transpiration:
Re: External factors:
o Consists of Win4 Temperature, Humidity, Light' Soil in HzO

. Temperature: When a temperatue is high transpiration rate increase' When

temperature is low transpiration rate decrease'

. Soil in water. When there is little HzO transpiration rate low. When there is

too much H2O transpiration rate high.

. Light: During light transpiration rate increase. During dark transpiration

rate decrease.

Re: lnternal factors:
. Consists of Cuticle, Stomata l-eaf Arrurgement, leaf arpa" Hairs'

o Cuticle: can have thick layer cause transPiration rate Decrease. Can have

thin layer cause transpiration rate Increase.

. Stomata: can have many stomata cause transpiration Increase. Stomata can

have sunken cause transpiration Decrease.

o I-eaf Arrangement: A leaf have small leaves transpiration rate is low' A leaf

have big leaves transpiration rate is High'

Photosynthesis & ResPiration
. Respiration occur inside the mitochondria.

. Respiration take place in the night and day

o @hotosynthesis take place in the day only.

a The result will be blue 'black.

Transpiration:
o Leaf Area: Hair have a low transpiration rate

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT InCorrect
Factual Recall.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Transpiration:
Re: Internal Factors
o Arrangement of leaf can be vertical when the transpiration rate increase'

o Opposite leafdecrease during transpiration rate.

8. Unclear Expression of Idea.

Transpiration:
o Wind When wind is dry transpiration rate increase.

. Hairs: When hairs are short transpiration rate Decrease. When hairs are

rate Increase

9. Term / Concept used

Incorrectly.
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'Post CM W

l. AlternateConcePtion/
Alternate ExPlanation

Organic Compound:
.organicCompoundaresubstanceusrrallycontainofCHo.Examplesof

Orlanic Compound are Protein Fas Cartohydrates and Vitamins'

Transpiration:
. T-ranspiration is the loss of water in the form of water vapour through the

aerial parts of the Plans.

2. RecallofDefinitions
(Verbatim)

Photosynthesis & ResPiration :

. Photosynthesis occurs in the leaf cNorophyll of a plant. The leaf

Chlorophyll needs the sun as Radiant Energy. It needs the-water and the

Caton aioxide to make glucose in leaf' It also make the Oz'

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

Photosynthesis & ResPiration:
. Respiration occur in the mitochondrin of cells . Mitochondrion uses glucose

from photosynthesis. Mitochondrion uses the 02 from the leafs. This they

use to make and give offenergy which is stored as ATP in cells'

. Men need glucose from plants and Oz. This was made during

photosynthisis process. It is interrelated because reqpiration needs Or and

glucose. The plants need respiration for COz.

4. Interrelations of ConcePts

Organic Compounds:
Re: Proteins
o Proteins contain CHON/P/S.
o Proteins are made up of 50 amino-acids.
o Their shape of protein is helix.
o The test for protein is Millon's reagent and the result is brick'red

precipitate.

Re:Fats
o Fats contain CHO.
r Fats made up of 3 fatty acid and glycerol.

o The test for fas is ether and the rezuls is grease sain'

Carbohydrates contain CHO.

Carbohydrates consists of three zugar which is Monosaccharides,

disaccharides and Polysaccharides.

The example of monosaccharides glucose, fructose and galactose'

The test for glucose is benedicf solution and fetrlingS A and B and the result

is Orange red.

The example of disaccharides is Sucrose, Maltose and Lactose'

The examples of polysaccharides is Surch' Cellulose and Glycogen'

The test for starch is Iodine '

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Re: Carbohydrates

The results is blue black.

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall
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Re:Vitamins
o Vitanrins contain CHO.
o The oramples of vitamins are A B and C

Transpiration:
Re: Lnrcrnal factors:
o cuticle: cuticle can be thick - will decrease the transpiration rate. Thin

cuticle will increase in transpiration rate.

o Leaf area can be large when the transpiration rate increase. Small leaf area

decrease during transpiration rate.

e Hair have decrease in transpiration rate.

Humidity can be high when transpiration rate decrease. Low humidity

increase during transpiration rate.

Wind can be blow when transpiration rate increase. No wind decrease

during transpiration rate.

Temperature: can be hot when the transpiration rate increase. Dry

temperaturc decrease during transpiration rate.

Light: Can be light when Transpiration rate increases' Dark light decrease

in transpiration rate.

a

a

a

Re: External factors:

Transpiration:
Re: Internal factors:
o Stomata can be open when the trarspiration rate increase. Close stomata

decrease during transpiration rate.

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT InCorrect
Faclual Recall.

7. Irrelevant Information to
Topic.

Transpiration:
Re: Internal factors:
. Arrangement of leaf can be vedcal when the transpiration rate increase.

Opposite leaf decrease during transpiration rate.

8. Unclear Expression of ldea.

9. Term / Concept used

Incorrectly.
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Feature Organic

Compounds
Transpiration

Photosynthesis
&

Respiration

Writings Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Number of Sentence
Constructs

6 15 6 20 6 11

l. Alternate Conception/
Alternate Explanation

z. Recall of Definition
(Verbatim)

I 1 2

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

5

4. Interrelation of Concepts 3 4

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall.

t4 2 l3 I 2

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT Incorrect
Factual Recall

I

7. Irrelevant Information 5

8. Unclear expression of
Idea.

I

9. Term/ Concept used

Incorrectly.
I 4

AN
Science Language Writing Item Analysis
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Feature Orgenic

Compounds
Transpiration

Photosynthesis
&

Respiretion

w Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Number of Sentence
Constructs

3 23 3 23 22 11

1. Alternate ConcePtion/
Alternate

2. Recall of Definition
(Verbati4q)

2 I t4

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

a,

4. Interrelation of ConcePts 4 5

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall.

20 I t4 2

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT Incorrect
Factual Recall

I 3

7. Irrelevant Information

8. Unclear expression of
Idea.

2 1

9. Term/ Concept used

Incorrectly.
1 I

ZM
Science Language Writing Item Analysis

F2
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Feafure Organic

Compounds
Transpiration

Photosynthesis
&

Respiration

Writings Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Number of Sentence
Constructs

28 25 22 23 15 t6
t. Alternate Conception/

Alternate Explanation
2 2

2. Recall of Definition
(Verbati4)

I 1 I 2

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

4. Interrelation of Concepts 4

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall.

t2 t8 5 t4 2 t2

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT Incorrect
Factual Recall

4 2 I

7. Irrelevant Information 4 2

8. Unclear expression of
Idea.

2 I

9. Term/ Concept used
Incorrectly.

WS
Science Language Writing ltem Analysis
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Feature Orgenic

Compounds
Transpiration

Photosynthesis
&

Respiratior!

Writings Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Number of Sentence
Constructs

6 22 6 20 11 t2
l. Alternate ConcePtion/

Alternate Explqqattql_
z. Recall of Definition

(Verbatim)
I 2 1 I 10

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

1 6

4, Interrelation of ConcePts 5

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall.

t7 r6

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT Incorrect
Factual Recall

2

7. Irrelevant Information 2 4

8. Unclear expression of
Idea.

9. Term/ Concept used

Incorrectly.

EM
Science Language Writing Item Analysis

F4
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Feeture Organic

Compounds
Transpiration

Photosynthesis
&

Respiretion
Writines Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Number of Sentence
Constructs 25 23 18 23 t4 13

l. AlternateConception/
Alternate Explanation

2. Recall ofDefinition
(Vqqbatim)

I 2

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

I I 2

4. Interrelation of Concepts 3 6

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall.

9 t6 I t4 3 3

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT Incorrect
Factual Recall

3 4 I

7. Irrelevant Information 7 3

8. Unclear expression of
Idea.

I I 2

9. Term/ Concept used I 3

VZ
Science Language Writing Item Analysis
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Feeture Organic

Compounds
Trenspiration

Photosynthesis
&

Respiratiolq

Writings Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Number of Sentence
Constructs

-5 18 7 22 7 t2
l. Alternate Conception/

Alternate Explanation
z. Recall ofDefinition

(Verbatim)
I I I I

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

2 4

4. Interrelation of Concepts 8

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall.

t7 l3

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT Incorrect
Factual Recall

1 2 I

7. Irrelevant Information I

8. Unclear expression of
Idea.

2 4 2 3

9. Term/ Concept used
Incorrectly.

NJ
Science Language Writing ltem Analysis
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Transcripts of
Interviews
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Transcript: Ayanda N.

SD: All right Ayand4 you had a chance to look now at the before and after writing., okay

fue there any differences between the way you wrote the first piece and the way you

wrote the second piece ?

A.N: Yes there is a difference, Sir, because the first one has short description and the

second one has long description.

SD: Has a longer description. Okay.

SD: What do mean here when you say that the Organic compounds are divided into two ,

Macro and micro compounds ?

Is there something called a macro compound?

A.N:No

SD: fuid when you defined organic compounds in the second writing what do you say

there?

A.N: In the second writing. I say that organic compounds is a compound that contains the

element Carbon, Hydrogen and Orygen.

S.D: Carbon, Hydrogen and Orygen.
So which one was correct there?

A.N: The first one , eh the second one.

S.D : But why do you think you wrote it wrong in the first one ?

A.N: Because organic compounds are not divided in macro and micro compounds.

S.D: But where did you get that information from when you wrote it the first time ?

A.N: I think I have had heard this information wrong in agriculture.

S.D: mmhm
fue there any other differences that you noticed the way you wrote before and the

way you wrote after ?

A.N: In the first one I have write only the points and I did'nt, I did not discuss them.

SD: Okay

A.N: In the second one I write them ,then I discuss them.

G1
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SD: If we look at the other topics for example as well which was Transpiratioq do you

notice any differences theie , you way you wTote before and the way you wrote after?

AI.{: In the first one I only write the short description as the first one and in the second one

I write long description and all the information.

SD: All right you say the first one you just write down...

AI.[: the short description.

SD: Short description

AI.{: and the second one I write the long description

SD. And in the last topic which was photosynthesis and Respiration?

Do you notice any differences there ?

AI.{: In the last topic, I only write the facts. I divide the photosynthesis and respiration.

But in the second one I write both together as they are interrelated.

SD: Hmm. Now what do think, what, if you now look at the writing, your first piece of
writing that we did right at the beginning when I saw you, and you look at the

writing that you've done afterwards . What do think , what caused this difference for

you t;write the way you did in the first piece of writing , and caused you to write

the way you did in the second piece of writing ?

A.N: I think the concept maps have done it to do like this....

SD: Hmm.

Al.l: cause in the second one I was not writing very clearly and

SD: In the which one ?

AI.,l: In the first one . In the second one I was writing very clearly ard I writing in points as

it is.

SD: Hmm.

AI.I: That means that it the concept maps made me to improve a lot'

SD: So how did you think concept mapping helped you to write , to write ?

Al.[: The concept maps have helped me to write because in the , when you are doing

concept maPs you are just unite the concepts and factors then you . ' ' ..

G2
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SD: All right. For example okay lets see . Lets look at one of the maps that you drew'

There was the on. Ln transpiration . How did you use this map to write your essay

from?

AI.{: Firstly I write the definition of transpiration , then I write the external factors , I
discuss the external factors, then I nnitt discuss the external factors. Then I write

the external factors , then I finish to write the external factors.

SD: Now where did you get all this information from to write fronl like your external

factors and your internal factors, where did it come from ?

AI.{: Since I had made the concept map , I get all that information from the concept map'

SD: From the concePt maP... OkaY

SD: Did concept mapping by any , in any way helped you to learn other topics or other

subjects that you are doing this year, to learn it better ?

AI.{: Yes Sir, it had helped me much to .. from other subjects and ..... to other chapters.

SD: In what way?

AI.{: Because a concept map is easy to read it and is easy to do the concept map' It
improves the standard of reading and writing.

SD: Ok, you said , it standard of writing, what do you mean, I mean reading' What do

you mean when you say reading , it helped you to read better'?

AIr{: Because when you are doing transpira, when you are doing concept map , we do not

forget the information that you have written and write when you were doing the

concept maP.

SD: How does it help you to remember things ?

AI.l: It helps you to remember things because when you are doing concept maps you

separate other things from the other things then you deal it separately for example

maybe external factors and internal factors that make you do not forget what you

have to do.

SD: Hmm. Would you say that concept mapping helps to organise before you write ?

AI.{: Yes.

SD: In what way ?
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AI.{: Because when you have done concept map, then it , the time of writing an essay

arrive, how you.. going to do , you.. going to remember what you have done in

the concept map, then whin you have organised all the information you start to write

all the information will flow in your brain in your mind, then you write all the

information that you have.

SD: Mmm. Okay. Thanks.

G4
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ZM

Transcript : Zoleka M.

SD: Zoleka Matywarywa. You had a chance to look at your writing before and this

writing after, okay ?

Do you notice that there are any differences between the two writings that you

wrote ?

ZM: Yes. I noticed a difference.

SD: What difference do You notice ?

ZM: Before .... it is short and itis not clear .

SD: What do you mean by clear ?

ZM: lt is not sense.

SD: You say there is no sense. What do you mean by no sense ?

SD: In the pre you are saying that the organic compounds are the living organisms eg

plants , animals grass.

Compounds are always twice such as hydrogen and orygen'

You say ...

What would you say that sentence says? Is it a clear idea or what ?

When you're saying compounds always twice such as hydrogen and orygen.

ZM.lt is not clear.

SD: It is not clear, okay ?

And in the writing afterwards..... the second one ?

ZM:lt is longer..... and clear.

SD: It is longer, and what else ?

What else do you notice ?
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ZM:lt is in point form.

SD: It is in point form . What do you mean by point form ?

ZM:.......

SD: By point form what do you mean by point form? Do you mean point to be a heading ?

ZM: Yes

SD: The sentences are .... ?

ZM: are short.

SD: are short. Okay

I see here in your post writing that you are writing everything under a specific -

everything that's got to do with the same thing together . Do you notice that ?

ZM: Yes

SD: Here you got proteins, you discussing everything about proteins, Vitamins -

everything about vitamins, fats - everything about fats, and then everything about

carbohydrates - and it is all together . Okay you agree with me ?

ZM: Yes.

SD: Okay. If we look at some of the other writings that you've done as well ,

look on the one of transpiration , that's the pre , and the post, okay?

you

What do you notice about your pre writing about transpiration ?

ZM'. ....... It is short.

SD: It is short. What else ?

It is short.

I see here you give the headings for the internal factors and the external factors but

you did'nt explain it, why not ? in the pre writing .? Why did'nt you explain it in the

pre writing ?

ZM:l don't understand the way
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SD: You don't understand ... .... ?

ZM:l don't understand the way you discuss .....

SD: You don't understand the way you discuss, okay.

Cause I see here in the post writing that you've actually - you've got your internal

factors and you've got your external factors separately.

fuid then under each one you've got the factor and the explanation ... ...

ZM: Yes ...

SD: for that specific factor, okay ?

And if we look at the last one for photosynthesis and respiration .

SD: Atl right , what do you notice about your pre writing and your post writing ?

Right so if we look at the writing pre and post on photosynthesis and respiration,

what do you notice ?

ZM: In the first one I do not write about photosynthesis and respiration together, I write

separately.

SD: Mmm. So what did you put under respiration here ? Just the ... ... ?

Are these the importances of respiration and the importance of photosynthesis ?.

ZM: Yes.

SD: But what do you notice in the post ?

ZM: The post I notice that I write photosynthesis and respiration together .

SD: Together ?

Okay.

So Zoleka, what do you think caused this difference ? What caused you to change

the way you wrote bifore and how you wrote afterwards ? What do you think caused

this difference in the way you wrote ?
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ZM: The first differences caused by ... .... I don't understand '...

SD: When you say understand what do you mean by understand ?

ZM: I don't know the way of concept maps ....

SD: You did'nt know concept mapping ?

ZM: Yes.

SD: So how do you think that concept mapping helped you to write better ?

ZM: Concept maps is better . . . .: . ..

SD: This is your concept map now okay ?

ZM: Yes.

SD: fuid mrtm ,how do you think this concept map helped you to write better

afterwards?

ZM: Concept map is better because I ... ... ... it is easy to write an essay '.. ...

SD: Mmm. Easy to write an essay .... How?

How does this help you to write an essay better ?

So how do you this concept mapping exercises actually helps you to write better ?

ZM: Concept maps ... ... is better because firstly you organise the ideas .

SD: For example if we look the Organic compounds here you said the organic compounds

are divided into fats, proteins, carbohydrates and vitamins, okay ?

ZM: Yes.

SD: furd if I look at your post writing now , I can see that .... you discussed all the fats

underneath each other - together . All the proteins together - etc.

So you think - did this kind of structure help you to organise your ideas better before

you wrote ?

ZM: Yes.
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SD: Okay.

So how did you actually go about answering the question ?

ZIr/1: ... .... You firstly looking at the map, and write essay by using these linking words'

SD: So have you actually used this concept mapping - did you see this concept mapping ?

Have you used this concept mapping in other topic or studies that you're doing ?

Is concept mapping actually helping you to learn things better ?

ZM: Yes.

SD: In what way ?

ZM:.

SD: In other words how do you think concept mapping is helping you to learn better ?

ZM:.

When you have done the concept map, you are looking at those answers when you

write.

SD: Hmm. So what you saying is, before you write your essay you can actually see all the

things that you must talk about or wriie about before you actually do start writing ?

ZM: Yes.

SD: Okay. Have you used concept mapping in the exam ?

ZM: Yes I used concePt maP.

SD: Did you find it useful .... for answering a question?

ZM: For answering ..... transpiration.

SD: For answering transPiration ?

ZM: Yes.

SD: So did you have to draw a map in the exam - a rough map somewhere ?
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ZM: Yes.

SD: And it helped you ?

ZM: Yes.

SD: Okay
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Transcript Eunice M.

SD: Eunice Masinini let's go for it. Okay. You've read through the pre-test questions,

right, and you looked through the posttest questions, okay. Do you notice any

difference the way you wrote before and the one after ?

EM: It is short.

SD: You noticed. What did you notice ?

EM: In the pre writing it is not clear and is short.

SD: What do you mean by clear ?

EM: I did'nt writing in point form.

SD: You did'nt write in point form. What else ?

You said it was short. What do you mean by short ?

EM: I not finish write.

SD: You did'nt finish write, so did you cover everything that you wanted to cover ?

EM: No I don't cover everything

SD: Okay

EM: In the post it is clear, and I write in point form and I finish write everything in the
post.

SD: And you finish write everything you wanted in the post.?

EM: In the post yes.

SD: Okay, Is there anything else you noticed , the way you wrote before and the way you
wrote after ?

Anything you can see just by looking at it, not the content , just by looking at the
work.

EM:
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SD: fury other topic you want to talk about before and after ? Transpiration and

Photosynthesis ?

EM: In transpiration.

SD: In transpiration Yes .....
What about the one in transpiration ? . Lets look at the one .. this was the one before

and this one is the one after .... Okay ? .... What do you notice there ?

EM: I notice I don't write my answers in point form here .( Points to Pre)

SD: What do you mean by point form ?

EM: Like I mean to ... say ... like internal factors and external factors I don't write

internal factors and external factors here ...

SD: So what you saylng is that your headings were'nt clear before but your headings

were clear afterwards

EM: Clear Afterwards.

SD: and you wrote just about the things that should be under the headings... is that what

you're saying ?

EM: Yes

SD: Okay...
furything else ?

SD: This was the pre on photosynthesis and respiration and this was the post after the one

which you wrote afterwards . furything which you want to say about this ?

EM

SD: Okay, so what do you notice about the photosynthesis and respiration before and

after?

EM: In the pre I write the facts but I do not write things together. In the post I write

things together .
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SD: Together, okay.
NJw you know apart from all this now...mmrL okay now , like I said apart from all

thoseihings now okay, we've looked at the before and after writing , what do you

think caused this difference ?

Before and after ..... what happened and caused you write the way you did after

than you did before ?

EM: I did'nt understand.

SD: What did'nt you understand ?

What do you mean when you say you did'nt understand it before ?

EM: Like I don't under ... ... like here in before I did not write like this in after

because I don't understand how to write an essay on organic compounds, but after

I understand how to write .

SD: But what do you mean by that word understand ?

EM: Like I don't understand the question... like example when you say write an essay on

organic compounds, like I don't understand how to use words based on organic

compounds ,like in after when I am talking about organic compounds I must use , I
must talk about fats and proteins :

SD. In other words you saying you , before you , the one that you wrote before ... if you

look at the one before and the one after, which one looks more organised ?

EM: The after

SD: The one after

EM: Yes.

SD: Okay . Now what do you think caused this for you to be so organised ?

What caused things to be so clear in front of you ?

EM: The concept map.

SD: The Concept Mapping that we've done,?
Okay ....

So how do you think this concept mapping helped you to write better ?
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EM: I think it helps me because I know how to write or how to use words

words in point form.

SD: When you say in point form ,do you say like mmnl

EM: In order...

SD: In order, headings

EM: In order yes ... and how to use linking words also ...

SD: So how did the linking words help you ?

EM: Linking words helped me to write an essay .

, how to use

SD: So exactly how did you go about writing from the concept map..... so you drew a

concept map, so how did you go about drawing or writing from that concept map ?

All right you have your concept map in front of you there , right, so how did you use

this concept map now to write ?

EM: I looked at the headings

SD: Yes. By the heading you mean what ... ,the main .... ?

EM: The main ....

SD: The main concept .

EM: The main concept.

SD: Okay, and then you have all these concepts underneath ... so how did you use that

when you wrote ?

EM: I first talking about fats, when I finish talk about fats, I talk about proteins, when

I'm finish I'm talking about Vitamins and also when I'm finishf-talk about

carbohydrates.

SD: And in this way what did that help you to do ?

EM: It helped to ..... to write and

SD: Clearly ? or what ?

EM: Clearly
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SD: Clearly and ... .

EM: and understand

SD: Understand.

Okay now if you look at this map for example now right, you say it helped to to

understand . What did that mean.?

Here you've got fats . We busy with the concept map on organic compounds,

right. You got your fats, and then you said that the fats consists of,, or is made of
fatty acids and glycerol right? , and when you want to test.for that fats you use ether

and the results will be a grease stairq okay?

So you say understand, how did that now help you to make you understand fats

better ?

EM: It's the Concept map.

SD: It's the concept map , yes, but you had to break it down into it's smaller pieces. Can

you see here ?

The fat is the big thing, smaller components , and then you talk about how to test for
it.

EM: Okay.

SD: Okay . If you look at your protein one here you say the proteins can be amino-acids

which are then divided into di peptides and poly peptides. And then you go on to talk

about the test for proteins and what the results will be.

Again I can see here that you are breaking it down from something which is big to
.....?

EM: to small

SD: To small.

And do you think that helped you to understand the things better ....?

EM: Yes

SD: when you did the other concept maps ?
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EM: Yes I think I understand it ... it helped me.

SD: Right, do you think that concept mapping actually helped you to learn topics better ?

EM: Yes.

SD: In what way ?

EM: Because I don't think too much ...

SD: When you say you don't think too much what do you mean ?

EM: It means that if I learn about a topic ....like for example Endocrine , I won't notice

the important words .....

SD: The important concepts .

EM: The important concepts before and I draw my concept map and break into smaller

SD: Into smaller bits .....,

EM: Into smaller bits

SD: from the big ideas to the smaller ideas.

EM: from the big ideas into the smaller ideas. And I look at my linking words and I start

to practice my essay.

SD: Have you used concept mapping in the exam ?

EM. Yes.

SD: that you wrote now ?

EM: Yes.

SD: For which topic ...... if you can still remember ?

EM: Transpiration.
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SD: So the one on transpiration , question number 5 '

fud did you find that it helped you there to ?... ... .... In what way ? It was

EM: That question talk about .... Internal , external I don't remember ?

SD: It was the internal factors .....I think.

fuid hmm, did you use a concept map there ?

EM: Yes, I used it

SD: fuid you found it was allright to answer the question in that way ?

EM: Yes.

SD: Okay Thank You very much Ms Eunice Masinini.
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Transcript : Vuyiseka Z.
SD: All right so you had a chance to look at both those two writings right?

VZ: Hmm.

SD: You had the writing ,the first piece of writing and the second piece of writing, okay?

Were there any differences that you noticed between the two ?

VZ: Yes

SD: What, what kinds of differences did you notice between the way you wrote the first

part ,the first piece and the second piece ?

YZ: The first piece is not clearly .... there are no linking words
and no ways of writing what I am have to say.

no linking words

SD: When you say that it is not clear, what do you mean ?

YZ: I mean ... ...they are not in right position.

SD: What is not in the right position?

Things like what is not in the right position?

YZ: Like .... there are no ... ...

SD: All right, if you compare the first piece right, with your second piece, I see there

here in your second piece you've got Organic Compounds are divided into proteins ,

then you discuss everything about proteins, right, and then you say that Organic

compounds are divided into Vitamins for example, then you discuss the vitamins, then

you say in the your next paragraph, organic compounds are divided into

tarbohydrates and you went to go and explain everything that you know about

the carbohydrates, . This is in the second piece of writing .

If we compare that to your first piece of writing , we see you start offby talking

about.. ,the test for starch , the test for fats, right ?, and then you've Millon's reagent

coming in here. Okay. ?

What do you notice about the way you wrote this stuffhere , the topics, and the

topics over here in your second piece. ?

YZ: There are no headings ....in the first

SD: There are no. So you say there are no headings in the first piece and in the second
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piece?

YZ:There are headings.

SD: There are headings. Okay?

Is there anything else notice about the way you wrote?.

That was the one on organic compounds, right.? Let's have a look at the one on

transpiration.

Okay, lets have a look at those two.

Okay if I look at the transpiration one, the first piece now i see here that you talk

about give a definition at the beginning, right, and then you say " In transpiration

there are three types of transpiration - Root pressure, capillarry , suction force" .

Now if you look at that now is that really true what you said there ?

VZ:No.

SD: Hmm?

True or false ?

YZ'.True.

SD: The three types of transpiration, Root Pressure, Cappillary and suction force.

furd then after that you talk about the internal factors, Wind , Temperature and

Humidity, right?

VZ: Yes

SD: Now if you look at the piece afterwards, the second piece that you wrote, what do

you notice that's different here?

SD: Headings..
So what do you notice about the one before and after (regarding headings)?

YZ: The first one was too ..... big ... was a lot of things which can see in this

is a short and they have a meaning .

SD: Right. So what you saying is here in the first piece the stuffis alltogether, okay,

and this
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you've got wind , temperature, humidity and you're discussing them ' Whereas in

it. t..ona piece you'vl got wind as a heading, temperature as a heading , humidity as

a heading, water in the roil ur a heading and then you discussed it underneath., Okay.

Do you agree with that ?

VZ: Yes.

SD: If you look at the one on Photosynthesis and Respiration ..., what do you

notice there ?

So what do you notice between the two writings on Photosynthesis . Photosynthesis

is the first piece . What do you see there ?

yZ: lnthe first one I was writing things which are not needed, which are not necessary.

There are no headings. In the second one there is things which are needed and are

necessary .... as specified.

SD: So nunm. Once you look at these things now, what would you say, what would you

say caused this difference in the way you wrote before, this first piece and the

second piece ?

YZ: lnthe first piece I was writing what I was reading, I not understand but I just read

and read and read again and write it. In the second one I was reading and understand

and doing concept map and linking words.
That's why they helped me in this essay to write.

SD: When ygu say understand what do you mean by that word ? .... You understand it

better ?

YZ. lunderstand what they tell me but not only
writing.

I think I understand what I am

SD: So do think that concept mapping actually then therefore helpqd you to write better

on these specific topics that we've done ?

VZ: Yes.

SD: In what way ?

VZ'.lnthe way of putting things in their right way and essays

SD: So how did you use concept mapping to write, for example if you look at one of your
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concept maps on say organic compounds ?

How did you go about, You had the question first, right ? , and you drew your map,

and then howdid you go about from the map now to go and write this piece from

there?

SD: Yes....?

YZ: ljust looking at the concept maps and the headings and linking words and I just

write it.

SD: Hmm.

And what else could you see while you were writing ?

YZ:lsee....

SD: I can see these arrows going here .... What does these alrows tell you ?

YZ: They are interconnected with each other.

SD: They are interconnected with each other. Hmm.

Re: Photosynthesis Maps:

SD: But I can see arrows going here between ... ... the mitochondria gives offcarbon
dioxide right, and here you say that chlorophyll uses the carbon dioxide .

Would you say that what you doing here is you are linking what's happening in the

mitochondria and what's happening in the chloroplast, the two of them are joined

together ?... or have a relation between them ?

VZ: Yes.

SD: Okay furd this I can see from your map here

You've also here got mmm...On the map you also have from photosynthesis you got

arrows going to respiration again, right ? , Photosynthesis gives the glucose and

here you are saying that the respiration ... ...

It what ?

YZ: it uses glucose.

SD: It uses the glucose, okay
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Did you find that you also used concept mapping in learning other topics in other

subjects that you had ?

VZ: Yes.

SD: How did it help you ?

yZ: lthelped me to understand ...things clearly and to write an essays without

... taking a lot of things just briefly and ...

SD: When you say lot of things what do mean by a lot of things, like mm necessary or

unnecessary things ?

VZ: Things that are not necessary ..... and writing that what the question is asking to do

SD: And what do you use in order to see what you are going to write about ?

YZ: I use linking words and concept maps.

SD: And the concept map itself.

Okay.
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Transcript : Ntombizodwa J.

SD: AII right Ntombizodwa Jantjies , you've now had a chance to look at your writing

befori and you had a chance to look at your writing after, okay ?.

Do you notice that there are any differences between the writing before and the

writing after ?

NJ: Yes I noticed that .

SD: What, what do you notice ?

NJ: My writing before is too short and after it is too long, because I '.. ....

SD: When you say after it is too long , what do you mean by that ?

NJ: It is too long , cause the after one I know how I write about, and in the before I just

write all about that . .. all about that I think compound .

SD: Okay.

So would you say you did any planning before you wrote for the before ?

NJ: I not planning, I'm just write

SD: And the after ?

NJ: I'm planned that.

SD: All right you said you planned there .

What else do you notice about the differences in the way the information is presented

before and after ? -

NJ: After I'm write in point form.

SD: What do you mean by point form ?

NJ: I'm just write about that heading which is there and another just like that . And there

(Pretest) I just mixed up.

SD: So in the before you say just mixed everything together . ?

NJ: Yes.
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SD: Okay. So what else do you notice ?

We can look at some other writings as well, ..... that's the one on transpiration before

... ... and this is the one on transpiration after, okay?

What do you notice here ?

SD: This one here is transpiration before and , transpiration after.

NJ: In transpiration before I just write about transpiration and internal factors and don't

not discuss about internal factors and external factors.

And in this transpiration after, I write about transpiration and then I discuss about

internal factors what they contains and the external factors.

SD: Hmm. But why do you think you wrote like this before ?

NJ: I just write the factors what is there in transpiration but not explain them.

SD: But why did'nt you explain them, for example.

NJ: I don't understand ( laughter ) I don't know how .....

SD: You did'nt know how to explain it ?

You say did'nt understand, what do you mean when you say that you did;nt

understand it before ?

NJ. I'm just write and then write .....

SD: So are you saylng .....

NJ: without understanding .....

SD: before you wrote you just wrote what came to your mind ?

NJ: Yes.

SD: Is that what you did ?

NJ: Yes.

SD: fuid afterwards ?

NJ: After I just write and I organise my mind that what is going on in this transpiration
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SD: So what do you think caused this difference in the way you wrote before and after ?

NJ: It causes the difference because if you write you must organise what is the thing all
about, you don't just writing.

SD: So what did you use to organise your thoughts ?

NJ: You must use the concept map to plan the things what happen and what go on.

SD: Okay . So you say you use the concept map to plan , to plan what ?

NJ: To plan how to write the essay.

SD: Not how to write the essay, but how to .....

NJ: Write about that headings (Concepts) .

SD: How to write about the headings Transpiration.

So how do you think concept mapping actually helped you then ? ..... to write ?

NJ: It helped me to write because you write just what transpiration is all about .

Because it has linking words and the facts then you must organise how to not

write all of them together.

SD: Okay. So how did you go about writing an essay using a concept map?

NJ: I'm writing an essay by using a concept map. You just put the heading ....

SD: What do you mean by a heading ?

NJ: the topic. And you must plan .... put the linking words and the first what it contains.

SD: I see.

So just briefly how would you say for example on this organic compound one , how
did you go about writing from the concept map ?

NJ: I say organic compounds ...

SD: For example here proteins
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NJ: Proteins - must have how the organic compounds contains about consists of . I say

organic compounds consists of proteins and proteins which contains carborL

hydrogen and oryger1 which are made up of 50 amino-acids . The shape of a protein

is the helix and the test for protein is Mllon's reagent and the result is brick and red

precipitate. ( This she explained by refering to the map)

SD: fuid how did you do the next one in the same way ? Under a separate heading.?

NJ: Yes.

SD: Okay.
Did you use concept mapping in the exam ?

NJ: Yes I planned the concept map in the exam but not in the question paper in the

answer sheet. In the question paper I planned them but it is too small.

In the question paper they asking how water is transported by into the *ylem.

I write it is from the root which send water enters from the root to the rylem.

SD: So what kind of map did you use there ? .... A different kind of map ?

NJ: A different kind of map.

SD: What kind ? A flow map ?

NJ: Flow map ?

Yes.

SD: So do you really think that concept mapping actually changed the way you learn

certain topics now or topics in general ?

NJ: Yes it changed it

SD: In what way ?

NJ. Because first I without a concept map I did'nt plan my essay , I just write it
And in by using concept mapping you must plan the essay.

SD: Okay. Thanks.

a
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Interview Transcri
Features of differences
Al Pre Writing: AN

... the first one has short description.

In the first one I have write only the points and I did'nt, I
did not discuss them.

In the first one I was not writing very clearly

NJ
My writing before is too short...
fuid there @rewriting) I just mix up (Information)

EM
In the pre writing it is not clear and short.

I did'nt write in point form ( no headings)

I not finish write.
No I did not finish write

VZ
The first piece is not clearly ..... and no way of writing
what I have to say.

There are no hgadings in the first.
The first one was too ..,.. big (long) ..... (there) was a

lot of things.

ZM
Before it is short and not clear

It is not sense.

,{2 Post Writing AN
.....the second one has long description.

In the second one I write them, then I discuss them

In the second one I was writing very clearly and I writing

in points as it is.

NJ:
After it is too long
After I'm write in point form. (Headings & Explanations)

EM
In the post it is clear and I write in point form (headings)

and I finish write everything in the post.

VZ
There are
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And this is short and they have

form

meaning.

It is in

ZTVI

It is longer

Account fo r differences
AN
In the first one I only write the short description

In he last topic I write only the facts. I divide( the

photosynthesis and respiration ( discuss them

individually).

NJ
I not planning I just write.

In transpiration before I just write about transpiration

and internal factors and don't not discuss about internal

and external factors.
And in this transpiration after, I write about transpiration

and I discuss about internal factors what they contains

and external factors.
I just the factors what is there in transpiration but not

explain them.
I'm just write and then write without understanding

(what comes to mind)
It cause the difference because if you write you must

organise what is the thing all about , you don't just

writing.

EM
I notice I don't write my answers in point( under

headings) form.
In the pre I write the facts but I do not write things

together ( do not interrelate).

YZ
In the first one I was writing things which are not

needed, which are not necessary .

There are no headings.

In the first piece I was writing what I was reading, I not

understand but I just read and read again and write it'

ZIVI
I don't understand the way you discuss

In the first one I do not write about and

Bl Pre Writing
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AN
... in the second one I write long description and all the

features.
But in the second one I write them both together as they

are interrelated.

NJ
I planned that
Aher I just write and I organise my mind that what is

going on in this transPiration.

EM:
(Headings) clear afterwards.
In the post I write things together (do interrelate)

In the iecond one there is things which are needed and

are necessary ... as sPecified.

YZ
In the second one I was reading and understand and

doing concept map and linking words.

ZM
The post I notice that I write photosynthesis and

interrelate

82 Post Writing

Causes of Writing
Differences

AN
I think the concept map have done it to do like this . ' '..
It helps you to remember things because when you are

doing concept maps you separate other things from other

things then you deal with it separately for eg. Maybe

external factors and internal factors, that make you do

not forget what you have to do.

Because when you have done concept map, then it , the

time of writing arrive, how you are going to do, you are

going to remember what you have done in the concept

map,then when you have organised all the information'

you start to write all the information....'

CM

respiration together, I write separately (no interrelations)

The first differences caused by ..... I don't understand'

I don't know the way of concept maps .....
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The

NJ
You must use the concept map to plan the things what

happen and what go on.

EM:

How CM Hel
AN:
The concept map have helped me to improve a lot

Since I had made the concept map , I get all that

information from the concept map.

It improves the standard of reading and writing.

NJ
To plan how to write about that concepts.

It helped me to write because you write just what

transfiration is all about. Because it has linking words

and the facts and you must then organise how to (not)

write them all together
Because first I without a concept map I did'nt plan my

essay,. I just write it. And in by using concept mapping

you must plan the essay.

EM
I think it helps me because I know how to write or how

to use words (concepts) in point form ( in an organised

way).
Linking words helped me to write an essay.

It helped me to write clearly .. '.and understand.

(para) ..... I draw my concept map and break the

concepts into smaller bits from the big ideas into the

smaller ideas. And I look at my linking words and then

write my essay.

Dl Writing
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VZ
In the way of putting things in the write way (organise

ideas).
I just looking at the concept maps and the

headings(concepts) and the linking words and I just write

it.
It helped me to understand .... clearly and to write an

essrywithout ..... things that are not necessary and

writing that what the question is asking to do.

ZM
Concept maps is better because firstly you organise your

ideas.

You firstly looking at the map and write essay by using

these words.
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Featurd
Category

Organic

Compounds
Transpiration

Photosynthesis
&

Respiration

L AlternateConception/
Alternate Explanation

2. Recall ofDefinition
(Verbatim)

3. Definition
(Own Explanation)

4. Interrelation of Concepts

5. Relevant Information to
Topic & Correct Factual
Recall.

6. Relevant Information to
Topic BUT Incorrect
FactualRecall

7. Irrelevant Information

8. Unclear expression of
Idea.

9. Term/ Concept used

Incorrectly.

Construct Item Code Frame
(cICF)

t2
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Feature Delimitation

l. Alternate ConcePtion/
Alternate

Explanation is not true in terms of the

scientific

2. Recall Definition (Verbatim) Definition is recalled in the exact form eg

from notes or texts.

3. Definition (Own ExPlanation) Definition is explained in writer's own

words

4. Interrelate ConcePts Shows interrelation between concepts under

discussion.

5. Relevant Information to ToPic &
Correct Factual Recall.

Uses relevant information to the topic under

discussion & Recalls valid facts to
substantiate information.

6. Relevant Information to Topic BUT
Incorrect Factual Recall.

Uses relevant information to the topic under

discussion BUT Recalls Invalid facts to

substantiate information.

7, Irrelevant Information. Uses information which does not have

relevance to the c under discussion.

8. Unclear expression of Idea. Connections between ideas are confusing or

9. Terms / Concepts used incorrectly Terms / Concepts used are invalid to describe

a

Construct ltem Code Frame

Criteria/ Delimitation of Features:

I1
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Appendix J

Concept Mapping Training
Exercises
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